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Clus 
Synopsis 
Structural Coupling ts the interactton between an aucraft' s Fhght Control System 
(FCS) and tts structural and aero-dynamics These mteracttons have the potenttal to 
cause stgmficant problems to the atrcraft, posstbly through structural fattgue fatlure, 
or by corruption of sensor readmgs leadmg to degradatton of the FCS loop 
Presently notch filters are used to attenuate the sensor stgnals at the structural mode 
frequenctes which cause stgntficant problems However, each of these notch filters 
adds a small amount of phase Jag to the control loop whtch hmits the performance of 
theFCS. 
Thts research has looked at usmg Kalman filters to provtde an alternattve approach to 
overcommg the structural couplmg problem. The Kalman filters are used to provtde 
an esttmate of the ngtd component of the sensor stgnals Stmple, but representative, 
models have been used, startmg wtth a baste model wtth a single flextble mode, 
movmg to a model of a flextble beam wtth 2 flextble modes An aircraft model has 
also been used, allowmg a more complex model, wtth up to 40 flextble modes, to be 
exammed 
The flextble beam model has been developed mto an expenmental ng, whtch allows a 
companson between the results obtamed from the theoretical model wtth those gained 
from practical assessment 
Results are mcluded companng the Kalman and n~tch filter approaches, pnmanly m 
the frequency domain m !me wtth the aerospace mdustrY 
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IntroductiOn 
1 Introduction 
The stabthty of the fltght control system has been a key part of the design of aircraft 
systems for many years, and the problems relating to structural couphng have grown 
more Important With time 
Structural couphng Is a term used to descnbe the interactions of the aircraft system, 
and can, tf left unconstdered, mtroduce undesirable harmomcs, whtch could reduce 
the hfe time of the airframe through fatigue, or cause other more significant stabthty 
effects 
Currently structural coupling engtneers use notch filters to attenuate feedback stgnals 
at the atrframe flexible mode frequencies, m order to mtmmtse the undesuable effects 
of those frequencies However, these notch filters mtroduce phase Jag at low 
frequencies whtch reduces the stability margins 
The designers of mthtary aircraft are bemg pushed to develop hghter more agtle 
aircraft, specified to operate m a multi role capacity The hghter atrframe leads to 
lower flexible mode frequencies, bnngmg the first mode closer to the 'ngtd' mode 
whtch the designers Wish to control In addition the desire for more agtle aircraft 
leads to the need for higher bandWidth systems, and tighter stabthty margtns Thts 
leaves less space for the notch filters reqmred to overcome the flextbthty effects 
Thts thesis presents a novel techntque to overcome the problems assoctated With 
structural coupling The pnmary focus of the work has been to exaimne the potential 
for estimatiOn techmques to be used m place of the notch filters, to estimate the rigid 
body movements of the airframe rather than filter out the flexible body effects 
The thesis IS organised mto seven chapters which mtroduce the problem, and develop 
techmques on models of mcreasing complexity The chapters are orgamsed as 
follows 
1 
I ntroductwn 
Chapter 2 looks at the background to the proJeCt, provides some history belnnd 
structural coupling, and discusses the literature available m this field A bnef 
discussion of the scope of the research is also provided 
Chapter 3 studies the potential of the proposed solutiOn on a basic model, which has a 
smgle flexible mode The developed solutiOn Will be compared to the notch filter 
approach, and the results Will be discussed The effects of small changes to the 
frequency of the flexible mode Will also be discussed 
Chapter 4 develops the novel solutiOn for a system With a second flexible mode and 
compares this With a notch filter solutiOn Will be made The system Will be developed 
to provide a better representatiOn of an rurcraft control system, and the effects of 
unexpected changes to the fleXIble modes Will be exrumned m more depth 
Chapter 5 develops the model used m chapter 4 mto an expenmental ng This Will be 
used to venfy the model, and Will allow novel solutiOns to be assessed on a real 
system. 
Chapter 6 Will use a model of an Agile Combat Aircraft (ACA) to examme the 
performance of the new approach, on a more complicated and more realistic system 
Refinements to the techniques Will be made, and the results of these discussed 
Chapter 7 Will draw conclusiOns from the work completed, and Will also discuss the 
potential for future work 
2 
Background 
2 Background 
Th1s chapter discusses the motivatiOn for this research It mcludes some history 
behind the structural coupling problem and looks at the current solutwn A discussion 
of the available literature 1s also provided 
2.1 Literature Review 
Th1s section discusses previOusly published work on the structural coupling top1c, and 
also other areas of interest to th1s research The sectiOn 1s split up mto logical top1c 
areas 
2 1.1 Structural Coupling 
Research mto structural coupling (or aeroservoelastic1ty (ASE) as 1t IS also known) 
can be split mto a two different areas research wh1ch looks at the causes of the 
problem, and research wh1ch looks at solutions to the problem 
2 I 11 Causes 
[Felt et a!- 1979]1 covers many aspects of the problem, prov1ding a bnef discusswn 
of what SC 1s, along With some of the analys1s techmques used and the type oftestmg 
wh1ch 1s earned out to assess the likelihood of problems The paper also prov1des 
some examples of where ASE has occurred, both those wh1ch were predicted by 
analys1s and some where the problem was not predicted 
[Taylor et al- 1996]2 looks at the effects of s1gnal propagation through a dJgJtal FCS 
on a fleXIble aucraft It also exammes the 1mpact of the mtroductwn of digital 
ImplementatiOn (e g zero order hold) Another paper [Taylor et al- 1996]3 by the 
same authors looked at the effects of actuator non-lineantJes ( e g actuator lim1ts) on 
the ASE problem The paper also looks at the effect of both low and high frequency 
structural modes on the performance of the actuators 
3 
Background 
Some of the stgmficant effects concernmg the destgn of an FCS were discussed by 
[Pratt et a!- 1994t The paper dtscusses the development of a fimte element model 
of the flextble atrcraft and bnefly mentions the mcluston of the dynamtcs of the other 
parts of the system (control surface, rigid body and actuator dynamics) as well as the 
effects of a dtgttal system 
[Evans & Beele - 1968]5 compared 3 sets of predtcted problems Wtth the actual 
charactensttcs seen on the atrcraft, and dtscussed some dtfferent ways of obtatmng 
frequency response data (both on ground testmg and fltght testmg methods) The 
paper dtscusses the dtfferences between the actual results and those predtcted, and 
makes some recommendattons for the improvement of the both the model and the 
testing procedures 
2.1 I 2 Solutions 
An alternative approach to the clearance of ASE problems was dtscussed by [Taylor 
et a! - 1996]6 The paper dtscusses non-hneranttes of actuators and presents the 
results from some basic tests The predtctton of hmit cycles is also descnbed, and 
how thts could be used to allow a reductton m the attenuation requirements of filters 
Most of the assessment of ASE problems at the early stage of the destgn process is 
done m the frequency domam [Cutchms et a!- 1983f developed a non-hnear ttrne 
domain based method for assessmg the stabthty of htgh performace atrcraft The 
paper uses some early F-16 problems as a test case to check the quahty of the method 
A combmed methodology for the analysts of ASE problems is presented by [Noli et al 
- 1986]8• The methodology takes a number of dtfferent analysts techmques 
(mcluding unsteady aerodynamtcs, MIMO controls, and structural dynamics) and 
combmes them mto a smgle mteracttve tool. The paper dtscusses the need for an 
mtegrated development process m order to avoid ASE problems. The converston of 
the equations of motion mto a state-space form ts also presented 
4 
Background 
A summary of the evolvmg techmques IS prov1ded by [Caldwell- 1996]9 The paper 
briefly descnbes the elements of the structural couphng system, the formulatiOn of a 
solution and the eXIstence of a trade off between attenuatwn and low frequency phase 
Jag A number of examples are descnbed, showmg how the compleXIty of the 
structural couphng problem and solutwn has mcreased over the last 25 years 
2 1 2 Modelhng 
The research d1scussed here looks at the modelhng of mechamcal systems, m 
part1cular relatmg to the modelling of a beam 
The first two papers m th1s section look at the effect on v1bratwn control of small 
mod1ficat10ns to the structure of the system, usmg a fleXIble beam as part of the 
testmg of 1deas [Haftka et al - 1985]I0 looked at whether small changes to the 
structure of the beam ( e g by addmg small weights) can significantly affect the 
v1brat10n control system The second paper [Haftka et a1 - 1987]11 developed the 
work further, and looked at the sens1t1v1ty of the control system performance This 
was applied to a cruciform beam structure (much hke the bas1c shape of an a1rcraft) 
These papers prov1de some ms1ght mto how the mode shapes of the fleXIble beam can 
be altered m order to see the effects of changes m the frequency response of the 
control system 
The next three references develop a method of modellmg the dynam1c response of a 
beam structure to a harmomc mput (force or torque) [B1shop, Johnson- 1960]I2 
develops the basis of fleXIble models of a number of different structures, mcludmg a 
chapter on beam structures The model can be developed for e1ther force or torque 
mput (at any pomt on the beam), and can prov1de an angular or hnear output The 
formulation of the model Will depend upon the end cond1t10ns of the beam ( e g free, 
clamped, or pmned), and [Milne- 1989]I3 denves a general solutwn for the dynamic 
response of a beam With any type of end cond1tton [M1lne- 1991]I4 extends the 
prevwus paper to mclude the rotatiOnal receptance functwns 
5 
Background 
It is Important that any model used prov1des a good representation of an a1rcraft 
structure [Lee] 15 descnbed such a model, producmg the eqwvalent beam model of a 
compos1te skinned aircraft wmg Th1s is performed by companng the reduced 
stiffness and mass matnces of a wing segment With those of a fimte element analys1s 
of a beam-rod model The model proVIdes most eqwvalent structural properties, 
mcludmg couplings between bendmg, torsiOnal and transverse shear deformatiOns. 
The paper proVIdes evaluation of the model through free VIbratiOn and aeroelastic 
analysis, and results have been compared to other Wing models 
[Dove) - 1989]16 discusses the use of modal analys1s m the Jdent1ficat10n of the 
dynam1c properties of a structure The paper descnbes the concepts behmd modal 
analys1s, and proVIdes mformat10n relating to preparatiOn for testmg the structure m 
question It also d1scusses the measurement of data, and the IdentificatiOn of modes 
2 I 3 Kalman filtenng 
The a1m of th1s research IS to look at the use of model based estnnat10n techn1ques as 
a replacement for notch filters m the FCS These papers look at the development of 
the Kalman filter. 
The Kalman filter can be developed m both discrete and continuous form [Kalman-
1960]17 develops the d1screte form [Kalman & Bucy -1961] 18 combmes the work of 
Kalman and Bucy, to produce the contmuous form of the filter Both papers denve 
the equatiOns which set up the filter, and prov1de a number of examples of varying 
compleXIty 
[Hutchmson- 1984]19 discusses the applicatiOn of the Kalman filter m the aerospace 
mdustry A summary of the types of applicatiOn where the Kalman filter was first 
used 1s prov1ded, along With a d1scussion on how the Kalman filter has been enhanced 
as a result of 1ts use m the aerospace mdustry 
There are many sources available contammg the denvation of the Kalman filter 
[Chm and Chenf0 explams the Kalman filter and [Brammer and S1ffimgf1 describes 
6 
Background 
the Kalman Bucy filter These books also provide a number of examples of 
applications of the filters 
It should be noted here that no references are available winch examme the use of 
Kalman filters m research lookmg at Structural Couplmg Issues 
2 I 4 Electro-magnetism 
The experiment ng has used electromagnetism to provide dampmg which was 
reqmred These papers discuss the use of electromagnetism for this purpose 
A good mtroductwn to electro-magnetics can be found m [Chnstopoulos - 1995]22 
The book mtroduces the topics of electric and magnetic fields in a progressive 
manner, Without resortmg to complicated mathematics until the later stages of the 
book. 
The forces caused by the interactiOn of a magnetic field and a conductmg sheet have 
been discussed by a number of papers [Re1tz - I 970]23 looked at the forces on a 
magnet movmg past a fixed conductmg sheet The effects of different types of 
magnet were exammed 
[Wemberger - 1977]24 denves analytical fonnula to calculate the dampmg forces 
The fonnula IS mtended for use m real design problems, so where many papers 
provide calculatiOns based upon infimte sized conductmg sheets, this paper also 
mcludes calculatiOns for sheets of finite siZe 
[Perry- 1984]25 exammed the uses of an array altematmg magnetic poles With a 
conductmg sheet The paper discusses how eddy current brakmg occurs, and looks at 
the effect on the magnetic field dJstnbution m a conducting sheet of high and low 
magnetic penneab1lity The results are compared for sheets of different tlnckness 
The brakmg effect of a conductmg sheet passmg between two poles Is discussed m 
[Sch1eber - 1972f6 The magnetic poles used are d c excited electro magnets, and 
7 
Background 
the conductmg sheet IS of fimte tlnckness The work of the paper 1s expanded on by 
[Sclneber- 1975f7 Tins paper develops a cost functiOn used to calculate the optimal 
d1menswns of the core of an electromagnetic damper 
2.2 Structural Coupling 
The term 'structural coupling' is used to descnbe the mteractions between an 
aircraft's structural dynamics, aerodynamics, and the FCS These mteractwns, shown 
m Figure 2-1, 1fleft unchecked can lead to mstab1hties in the FCS loop 
Unsteady 
Aerodynamics 
2 2 I History 
Structural 
Dynam1cs 
AeroServoEiast1c 
AeroServo Dynam1c 
Figure 2-1. Aircraft Interactions 
Automatic FCS 
Dynam1cs 
Since the late 1940s, the Issues related to structural coupling have become more 
Significant, as the FCS has become a more significant part of the design of an aircraft 
One of the earliest mstances of the problem arose when the sensors on a B-36 picked 
up the bendmg motion of the aucraft [Felt et a! - 1979]1 The solutiOn to the problem 
in this case turned out to simply to move the sensor package to a position where the 
bendmg motion was less significant 
The mcorrect analysis of an aircraft has frequently missed problems, a large bomber 
showed mstab1lity dunng ground FCS trials, which had not been shown up dunng 
8 
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analysis, smce the aircraft supports dunng the analysis tests significantly altered the 
structural dynamics Early flight tests on the YF-16 showed 2 unpredicted 
mstabiiities at high subsomc speeds [Felt et a! - 1979]I, the analysis had only been 
earned out at lugh supersomc speeds Further analysis showed the mstabiiities 
Modelling only works to a certam pomt, because local structural vibrations can be too 
detailed to include in a structural dynamics model, the movement of a crew member 
on aB-52 was enough to excite the local structure around an accelerometer [Felt et al 
- 1979] I. Changing the mountmg was enough to attenuate the effects 
More recently With the mtroduction of more advanced FCS, It has become 
mcreasingly difficult to overcome any mstabihty by adjustmg the position or 
mountmg of a sensor. The Jaguar aucraft (and the F-4) both reqmred a small amount 
of filtenng (1 or 2 notch filters only), as shown in the block diagram of Figure 2-2, 
whereas Tornado reqmred filtering on each axis (pitch, roll, and yaw) [Caldwell -
1996]9 
Prtch Axrs 
Roll AxiS 
YawAxrs 
4Hz 1st Order 10Hz Notch Control 
Lag Frlter Frlter La'M'I 
FCS 
Figure 2-2. Jaguar Filter Design 
To Control 
Surface 
Actuators 
However these were simple designs compared to the design for the Expenmental 
Aircraft Programme (EAP) This design reqmred 7 filters m the pitch rate feedback 
path alone [Caldwell- 1996] 9• Figure 2-3 shows the arrangement for EAP 
9 
Prt:ch Axts 
Roll Axts 
YfNI Axts 
1 Dig111111 
Notch Filler 
2Ana~ 10igltal 
Not:::t1 Fllll!ll$ Notch Fhlr 
Figure 2-3. EAP Filter Design 
FCS 
Background 
To Control 
Surface 
Companson of F1gure 2-2 and F1gure 2-3 clearly shows the mcrease m complexity 
from the late 1960s to the 1990s Th1s has resulted from the reqwrement for lugher 
bandWidth FCS and the use of mherently unstable a1rcraft Th1s 1s m add1t10n to the 
lower resonant mode frequencies wh1ch have resulted from the use ofhghter materials 
and advanced structural des1gn 
2 2 2 Types of SolutiOn 
As d1scussed ID the preVIous section, there are a number of solutiOns that can be used 
to overcome a structural couphng mstab1hty, though not all work ID any s1tuat10n 
One of the Simplest ways IS to move the sensor from the pos1hon where a fleXIble 
mode IS s1gndicant to one where 1t is not F1gure 2-4 shows the frequency response of 
an Ag!le Combat Aircraft (ACA) when the pos1t10n of the mam sensor package 1s 
moved over a distance of 5m along the length of the a1rcraft Th1s data has been 
developed usmg the model wh1ch wlll be d1scussed in Chapter 6 
10 
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F igure 2-4. Frequency Response of Changing Sensor Position 
As the response shows, the action of changing the position of the sensor may have an 
effect on some flexible modes, and not others. In Figure 2-4, one mode at 
approximately 1OHz is attenuated by approximately 25 dB as the sensor is moved 
from -5.9m to 0.5m, but for another mode at 6Hz the effect is reversed. 
An alternative method of overcoming a potential instability is to alter the control loop 
gain; a lthough thi s may not be possible if strict requirements have been laid down for 
the performance of the aircraft. 
A third way, and at the present the most common method, is to attenuate the signal at 
the flexible mode frequency using notch filters. This method is known to work 
re liably, but can introduce problems of its own if the solution involves a large number 
of notch filters, and the stability margins of the rigid aircraft and FCS are t ight. Each 
notch fil ter wi ll add an amount of phase lag at low frequencies, and the summation of 
these phase lags reduces the stability margin; this results in the need for a trade off 
between attenuation and phase lag. 
1 1 
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2.2.3 System Response 
Whether there will be a problem with a particular aircraft is generally predicted on the 
basis of the resuJts of a number of tests. If the results indicate the existence of a 
potential instability, then correcting action can be taken. 
Early aircraft relied on the results of testing carried out on a physical system, either 
the aircraft itself, or on a wind tunnel scale model of the aircraft. The results from 
tests on the ai rcraft are often gathered in response to stimuli applied to the control 
surfaces of the aircraft. These signals are then measured as they pass through the 
aircraft, and through the FCS. 
More recently, the development of new techniques, combined with the availability of 
computers which can cope with complex mathematics, has allowed the aircraft system 
to be modelled. From these models, frequency responses can be plotted, which can be 
used to predict potential problems. 
2.2.4 Preventing Potential Instabilities 
If the results gained from system tests and models show that there is a potential 
problem, then corrective action can be taken, using the solutions outlined in Section 
2.2.2. 
If notch filters are required, then the gathered frequency response data can be used to 
help develop a solution which satisfies the requirement to both sufficiently attenuate 
the flexible modes, and also meet the required low frequency stability margins. This 
process may take several iterations to achieve a satisfactory result. 
Since the frequency response is likely to vary between different flight configurations, 
it is important to use data on as many configurations as is practical. It is also 
important to use a combination of both model and test data, since there can often be 
significant inaccuracies in the model. Figure 2-5, which shows a comparison of 
ground test data and model data, when stimulation is applied to the outboard flap 
control surfaces, highlights this djfference. 
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As can be seen from the companson, whilst at low frequenc1es the model provides a 
good companson With the test data, at higher frequencies there are large differences m 
the model 
In order to reach a solutiOn it may be necessary to use a number of techn1ques to 
overcome low frequency phase Jag problems If a flex1ble mode only effects a 
particular sensor, then placmg the notch filter on that sensor path will ensure the phase 
Jag does not affect the other paths Also the locatiOn where the notch filter 1s placed 
in the path can have an effect, especially m a digital system, where placmg the filter 
before or after an analogue to digital converter (ADC) can 1mpact the amount of phase 
Jag 
2.3 Kalman Filter 
The Kalman filter 1s a statistical filtenng and estimatiOn technique, wh1ch was 
developed as part of a Umted States Au Force research project stemmmg from a need 
to mamtam aerodynamic mtegrity by denvmg the best mfonnation out of numerous 
and contmuous data streams that mherently contamed ITllprecJse data It 1s a set of 
mathematical equatiOns wh1ch allows the estimatiOn of both observable and non 
observable states, and can be used even when a prec1se model of the plant IS available 
The maJority of the work descnbed m this thes1s uses the contmuous form (non time-
varying) of the Kalman filter, block diagram ofwh1ch 1s shown m fig 2 
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Figure 2-6. Kalman Filter Block Diagram 
The mputs to the Kalman filter are typically the mputs to the plant, and the measured 
outputs of the plant The mputs are used to calculate an estimate of the plant 
functwns, which are compared to the actual outputs from the plant The difference 
between the actual and estimated outputs IS multiplied by the Kalman filter Gam, and 
IS used to correct the estimatiOn of the plant states 
For a plant which can be represented by the followmg equatiOns 
x=Ax+Bu+Gw 
y=Cx+Du+v 
where w represents the process nmse of the plant, and v represents the sensor nmse 
The Kalman filter estimate of the plant states is given by 
x, = Ax, +Bu+K(y-Cx, -Du) 
where K is the Kalman filter gam matnx The calculatwns for the Kalman filter gam 
matnx include additional parameters which allow the co-vanances of the process and 
sensor noise parameters to be mcluded 
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The sensor nmse can nonnally be measured, allowmg the co-vanance (R) to be 
calculated The process noise 1s however nonnally very difficult (or Impossible) to 
measure, as a result the co-vanance (Q) IS nonnally represented by an est1mated 
number, wh1ch the des1gner feels 1s appropnate, and chmce of the elements of Q 
constitutes the tumng of the filter 
2.4 Stability Margins 
There are a number of ways m wh1ch the stability of a system can be checked (e g. 
the existence of closed loop poles m the nght hand half of the s-plane or by 
applicatiOn of the Nyqmst cntenon) These assess whether a system IS stable or not, 
but do not md1cate how stable the system Will be 
Smce the model used to assess a system Will never be an exact representatiOn, 1t IS 
poss1ble for a model to mdJcate that the system IS stable, when the uncertamty means 
that m fact 1t 1s not, for th1s reason, the relative stab1hty of the system 1s used 
Frequency domam stability assessment, wh1ch fonns the bas1s of the Nyqmst 
cntenon, can be extended usmg two relative stability md1cators· the gam and phase 
margms of the open loop system These are defined as 
Gam Margm the magn1tude of the open loop functwn of a stable closed loop 
system at the -180° crossover on the Nyqmst diagram Tlus 1s usually defined 
in dec1bels 
Phase Margm the magnitude of the angle through wh1ch the Nyquist d1agram 
must be rotated in order to mtersect the (-1,0) pomt for a stable closed loop 
system 
In order that an acceptable level of stability can be aclueved, mimmum stability 
margms are set out. For a combat a1rcraft, these are g1ven by the relevant m11itary 
standards (Ref 30) 
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The standards specify that, to ensure an acceptable level of stability, the designer must 
ensure phase margins of 35° and 90° to the nght and left respectively of the -I 80° 
region, With a gam margm of -6dB at tins pomt For structural coupling purposes 
additiOnal regions are defined· m the -540° region the phase margm Is 90° on both 
sides and the gam margm IS -9dB Above -900° the magnitude of the frequency 
response IS not permitted to nse above -9dB, to the nght of this pomt there Is a phase 
margin of +90° These margms can be seen graplucally on the Nichols chart as shown 
m fig I and are called the exclusiOn regiOns 
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Figure 2-7. Structural Coupling Exclusion Regions 
2.5 Motivation 
A prevwus research project (Ref 29), examined the use of model based estimation 
techniques m aerospace applications The proJect focused pnmanly upon aucraft 
state estimatiOn for FCS, but It also bnefly exammed the use of model based 
estimatiOn as a possible alternative solutiOn to the structural coupling problem 
The results from this proJect mchcated the potential for a reductiOn m the low 
frequency phase Jag, If an estimator was used to replace the notch filters which 
currently provide the solutiOn 
17 
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2.6 Proposed Solution 
The research will look at the potential of a Kalman filter to successfully filter out 
undesuable fleXJb!e mode frequencies by usmg sensor outputs and control mputs to 
estimate both the contnbutlon to the sensor output of each of the fleXJble modes and 
the ngid mode. It IS proposed that the estimated ng1d mode sensor data IS used as m 
the feedback of the control loop, as opposed to the notch filtered approach 
The auns of th1s research project are to develop techniques for the use of model based 
estimators, m particular a Kalman filter, and to examme the performance of the 
Kalman filter approach in companson With a notch filter solutiOn 
It is mtended to use models which provide a close representation of the aucraft 
system, defimng the models to proVIde flexible modes at similar frequencws to those 
found on an aircraft 
2. 7 Outline of Research 
Th1s sectwn bnefly descnbes the stages of this research project 
2. 7 1 Model With a smgle fleXJble mode 
The first stage of tins project looked at a simple model, which provided a smgle 
flexible mode With wh1ch to examme the problem. Usmg the model developed, the 
feasibility of using a Kalman filter m place of the notch filter was assessed 
After the Imtlal companson had been successfully completed, a more m depth 
analysis of the Kalman filter performance was made, by altenng the parameters of the 
system, and exammmg the response of the unaltered Kalman filter to the resultmg 
frequency changes 
18 
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2. 7.2 Model With two flexible modes 
Th1s stage of the research used a shghtly more complex model, whtch provtdes a 
closer representatiOn of the aircraft p1tch loop As 10 the previous stage, a model was 
developed, and the result10g solu!lon was compared to the tradt!lonal solu!lon 
After the Kalman filter solutiOn had been developed, the performance of the filter was 
examined, especially when there were changes 10 the system whtch the filter was not 
aware of The effect of ophmtsmg the Kalman filter was also exammed to see tf this 
had an effect on the performance 
2 7 3 Experimental Vahdatwn of model with two flextble modes 
From an 10dustnal perspective, 1t IS Important that any new techmques developed 
have been tested on a real system, and not Just 10 stmulatwns This stage of the 
proJeCt developed an expenmental rig, based upon the model used in the prevwus 
section 
The 10tentwn of the development of the ng was be to vahdate the model used, and to 
compare the expenmental performance of the filter With results predicted by the 
simulation 
2 7 4 Model With many flextble modes 
The final stage of the proJect used a model of a flextble aircraft, simtlar to that used 10 
the aerospace industry Usmg thts model, the Kalman filter approach was exammed 
on a complicated model, where the flextble modes cover a Wide range of frequencies 
The Kalman filter was compared With the notch filter soluhon, and then modified to 
examine the potential for further Improvement 
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3 Single Mode Assessment 
Th1s chapter descnbes the first stage of the project, wh1ch has focused upon a s1mple 
model cons1stmg of a system that has a smgle flex1ble mode 
3.1 Introduction 
Tlus stage of the work has been used to examme the effectiveness of the Kalman filter 
as a replacement for notch filters A simple model has been used, smce tlus would 
allow the exammat10n of the problem and a general proof of the concept, Without the 
complexity of a more complicated model 
3.2 Model Description 
The model that has been used cons1sts of a large mass and a smaller mass These are 
connected together VIa a spnng and damper placed m parallel There 1s a pos1t1on 
sensor attached to the smaller mass, and the mfonnat10n supplied by this 1s used to 
control the pos1t1on of the larger mass, A controller and an actuator connected 
between the large mass and ground are used to prov1de the control for this loop 
F1gure 3-1 shows th1s arrangement 
Posrt1on Sensor 
F Controller 
Figure 3-1. Two mass model 
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Although this model ts not representative of the complexity of fleXIble modes m an 
aircraft, tt ts nevertheless a typtcal problem that is encountered m control engmeenng, 
for example a motor dnvmg a load vta a rest !tent shaft and gearbox 
The Matlab m-files and Stmulmk models whtch have been used to stmulate this model 
are mcluded m Appendtx C 
3 2.1 Assumpttons 
For the purposes ofthts model, two main assumptions have been made. 
a) The system contams negligtble process notse 
b) The dynamtcs of the sensor and actuator cause neghgtble problems 
These assumptwns have been made to stmpltfy the problem, but wtll be exammed m 
detatl m the more advanced models later m the theory 
3 2 2 Model Parameters 
The model has been destgned usmg the followtng parameters 
Large mass (mt) 50 kg 
Small mass (m2) 25 kg 
Spnng constant (k) 20000 Nm"1 
Damping constant (c) -
These values have been selected to provtde a flextble mode that ts comparable to the 
first flextble mode of an aircraft, and wtth a low dampmg factor ofO 2% 
3 2 3 System Modellmg 
In order to examine the model, tt must be represented m mathematical form From the 
model, two state space equations can be developed These equations allow the 
postttons ( x) and velocittes (.X) of the two masses to be modelled dependent upon the 
mput force ( F ) The equations are: 
m/i1 +c(x, -x2 )+k(x, -x2 )= F (3 1) 
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(3 2) 
From these equatwns a state space model can be developed, which WI11 a11ow analysis 
of the model The general state space equatiOns are 
X=AX+BU 
Y=CX+DU 
The block diagram form of these equations IS 
D 
u 8 
-o- 1 -- s 
'---- A 
X c 
-
Figure 3-2. State Space Block Diagram 
If the state vector X IS selected to be 
XI 
X= 
x2 
il 
x2 
Then the model WI11 have the fo11oWing form (With mput U=F) 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
-k k -c c A= 
mJ mJ mJ mJ 
k -k c -c 
m2 m2 m2 m2 
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(3 6) 
(3 7) 
(3.8) 
This provides an output vector contairung values XI and x2 (I e the positiOns of the 
large and small masses respectJvely) The large mass positJon (xi) IS mcluded m the 
model, but will only be used to provide a companson between the outputs of the 
filters, and what they are trymg to estimate 
The eigenvalues of the uncontrolled system are shown m Table 3-1, and show the 
frequency and damping of the fleXIble mode 
Eigenvalue Dampmg Frequency (Hz) 
0 0 0 
-0 09 ± 34 6! 0 0026 5 51 
. Table 3-1. Uncontrolled E1genvalues 
3 2 4 System Controller 
In order to allow the system to be used to compare the use of a Kalman filter With a 
notch filter, a controller must be developed for the system Figure 3-3 shows the open 
loop frequency response (force mput, position output), and this can be used to assist m 
the design of the controller In order to provide a bandwidth of approximately 1Hz, a 
gam of 1000 has been added to the system 
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-
39Hz 
-180 
Figure 3-3. Open Loop Uncontrolled Frequency Response 
Analysis of the N1chols chart shows that the frequency response crosses the OdB 180° 
pomt, ind1catmg that when the control loop IS closed, the system will be unstable 
This response can be Improved by addmg a phase advance compensator mto the 
system Figure 3-4 shows how this would be mserted into the system 
X, + C(s) System Y,"' Model 
-
Figure 3-4. Block Diagram of Closed Loop System 
In order to provide a basis from which to compare the notch and Kalman filters, It IS 
useful to design the controller so that the controlled system IS unstable, and provides a 
response Similar to that found on an aircraft, Without the filters Figure 3-5 shows the 
N1chols chart, when a controller cons1stmg of a gam of 1000 (added m Figure 3-3) 
combmed With a 4 1 phase advance compensator (maximum phase advance at 0 6Hz) 
IS added to the system 
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Figure 3-5. Open Loop Frequency Response of Controlled System 
The transfer function of this controller IS 
C(s) 1000(0 504s +I) 
0 !26s +I 
3.3 Notch Filter Solution 
(3 9) 
As was seen m Figure 3-5, With this value of gam, the system IS unstable This can be 
demonstrated through simulatiOn of the model 
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Figure 3-6. Unfiltered System Response 
Ftgure 3-6 shows the time domam response (closed loop) of the model, and tt can 
clearly be seen that the system IS unstable when stimulated by a step m put of I m 
In order to remove the undesued flex1b1hty effect m the system, a notch filter can be 
added to the feedback path The transfer functiOn of the notch filter 1s 
2 2 
F(s)= s +tzT 
s2 + s m( + m2 (3 10) 
Where rots the notch frequency (rad/s) and~ ts the dampmg of the filter (related to the 
width of the notch) 
The filter used to tmprove the performance of the system has the followmg 
parameters· 
Notch frequency 
Dampmg ratio 
34 6 rad/s (551Hz) 
0 05 
The frequency response ofthts filter 1s shown m Figure 3-7 
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Figure 3-7. Frequency Response of Notch Filter 
Since the filter used here has no numerator dampmg, the filter provtdes 'perfect' 
attenuatton at the notch frequency When this filter is added to the system, the 
response of the system ts stabthsed, as can be seen from Ftgure 3-8 
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Figure 3-8. Frequency response of Notch Filtered System 
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From the Nichols chart, it can be seen that the filter has reduced the gain of the 
response around the region where the problem existed. This stability improvement is 
not without cost. As can be seen from Figure 3-9, the insertion of the notch filter has 
introduced a small amount of phase lag at lower frequencies, thereby reducing the 
phase margin. 
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Figure 3-9. Frequency response for the System with and without Notch Filter 
Whilst in thi s model the additional phase lag would not be a problem, in a more 
complicated model, with more flexible modes and more stringent stability margins, 
then the additional phase lag becomes a serious concern. 
3.4 Kalman Filter 
As suggested in Chapter 2, replacing the notch filter with a Kalman filter offers an 
alternative solution. With knowledge of the system, the Kalman fi lter can provide an 
estimate of the position of the large mass, given the input to the system (force) and the 
sensor readings (position of smaller mass). The positioning of the Kalman filter in the 
system can be seen in Figure 3-1 0. 
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Figure 3-10. Block Diagram of System Including the Kalman Filter 
The Kalman fi lter design uses the same basic state space model derived in Section 
3.2.3, with some additional information. These provide information about the sensor 
noise in the model , the process noise in the model, and how the process noise affects 
the states. 
The process noise can be added to the state equation, as shown in Equation (3.11): 
x= Ax + Bu+Gw (3. 11) 
Where w is the process noise function and G is the matrix representing the effect of 
the noise function on the state vector. It is assumed that each state has its own process 
noise. An identity matrix represents tbis: 
G =[~ ~ f ~] (3. 12) 
Since the system process noise has been assumed to be negligible, so the Q matrix., 
which relates to the system process noise, can be used to bias the Kalman filter to 
focus primarily on the rigid mode. 
1 * 1 o-•• 0 0 0 
Q= 0 1 * 1 o-
9 0 0 (3.13) 
0 0 s * 1 o-7 0 
0 0 0 s * 1 o-7 
Each term in equation (3.13) represents one of the states in the system ( x1, x 2 , x1, x2 ). 
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In order to calculate the Kalman filter output covariance parameter (R), the noise is 
sampled over 1 Os; this sample is used to calculate the covariance of the noise. With 
the noise power of the sensor set at: 
noise power = 1 * 1 o-5 
the sensor noise covariance is: 
R= 0.001 (3.14) 
Using these values, the Matlab function ' lqe' calculates the Kalman gain matrix K to 
be: 
0.1826 
0.1826 
K= 
0.0 167 
0.0167 
(3. 15) 
Figure 3-11 shows the open loop frequency response of the unfiltered (controlled) 
system and the system when the Kalman filter has replaced the notch fi lter. 
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Figure 3-11. System Frequency Response with and without Kalman Filter 
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As can be seen, the Kalman filter has significantly altered the system response and 
stabilized the system. Whilst the Kalman filter approach has not significantly reduced 
the magnitude resulting from the flexible mode, it has fundamentally altered the phase 
of the system, away from the undesired area. 
3.5 Preliminary Results 
In order to provide a comparison between the filters, the system has been examined in 
both the time domain and the frequency domai n. 
3.5.1 Frequency Domain 
The main area of interest to the aerospace industry when considering structural 
coupling, is the effectiveness of the solution when it is examined in the frequency 
domain. The main concern is how the solution changes the stability margins~ on a 
typical combat aircraft the phase margin normally occurs at about a frequency of I 
Hz. Figure 3-12 shows the three different options. As can be seen, the Kalman fi lter 
provides a better phase response to the notch filtered system. 
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Figure 3-12. Comparison of Phase Lag Between Filters 
Examination of the phase of the system as the magnitude of the responses crosses OdB 
using Mat! ab, shows the following results: 
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Phase (deg) 
Unfiltered 145° 
Notch Filter 146° 
Kalman Filter 145° 
Table 3-2. Filter Type Phase Comparison 
The results show that the notch filter introduces I o of phase to the system, whil st the 
Kalman filter does not introduce any additional phase. In fact inspection of Figure 
3-1 2 shows that the Kalman filter has slightly lower phase Jag than the unfil tered 
system. 
3.5.2 Time Domain Analysis 
ln order to compare the results in the time domain , the system has been simulated in 
response to a I m step input. Sensor noise has been added to the system output. 
F 2Mass 
~em 
Sensor 
! Noise 
x2 
,....._...,'-.../ 
Fitter 
........ ,__ __. 
1\ 
x, 
Figure 3-13. Addition of en or oise 
The filte red signal, which is passed to the controller (shown as i 1 in Figure 3-1 3), is 
shown in Figure 3-14. This shows that, in addition to removing the effects of the 
flexible mode, the Kalman fil ter a lso reduces the sensor noise. 
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Figure 3-14. Closed Loop Step Response (Feedback) 
Comparing the peak and RMS errors in each fi lter can make a further comparison 
between the filters. lf the feedback signal is compared to the position of m1, the filter 
estimation error can be calculated. The notch filter errors are: 
Peak: 0. 1 064 
RMS: 3.9 X 10-4 
For the Kalman filter, the errors are: 
Peak: 0.0032 
RMS: 9.01 X 10-6 
These results demonstrate that the Kalman filter solution provides a better estimate of 
the position of m,. This is not unexpected, since while the notch filter operates by 
attenuatl ng a particular frequency, the Kalman filter operates by providing an explicit 
estimate of the desired information. 
3.5.3 Filter Robustness 
As was discussed in Section 2.2.4 all aircraft fly in a number of different 
configurations. This will affect the frequencies of the flexible modes. As a result of 
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this it is very important for any solution to the structural coupling problem must be 
able to accommodate these frequency changes. 
Ln order to assess how the filters manage the changes, errors have been inserted into 
the model, whi lst leaving the filter at the nominal value unchanged. ln order to 
change the frequency in the model, the size of the smaller mass (m2) has been altered 
from 50% to 200% of its nominal value, which provides a frequency variation of 
4.5Hz to 7. I Hz. TheRMS errors across this range for each filter are shown in Figure 
3-15. 
As can be seen from Figure 3-1 5, when the difference between the model the Kalman 
filter expects and the actual model are small, then the Kalman filter operates with 
lower RMS errors than the notch filter. However when at the extreme differences 
between the actual and expect models, the RMS errors of the notch filter are better 
than those of the Kalman filter. 
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Figure 3-15. RMS Errors of Both Filters 
2 
Examination of the time domain responses over the range of model differences help to 
understand the importance of the results from Figure 3-15. 
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Figure 3-16. Filter Feedback ignal (75% of Expected Mass) 
Figure 3-16 shows the closed loop responses (to a step demand of lm) when the mass 
is 25% smaller than the filters are expecting. The Kalman filter is stable; however the 
notch filter in this instance is unstable. This correlates to Figure 3-15, for an error 
factor of0.75 theRMS error of the notch filter is significantly higher. 
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Figure 3-17. Filter Feedback igna l (200% of Expected Ma s) 
The results shown in Figure 3-17 do not correlate so well with Figure 3-15. The RMS 
errors suggest that when m2 is 200% of its nominal value, the notch filter should 
perform better than the Kalrnan filter; however the filter outputs do not show this. In 
order to understand why this is the case, the actual position of m1 should be looked at. 
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F igure 3-18. Actual and (Kalman Filter) Estimate x 1 Position (200% of Nomina l 
Mass) 
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Figure 3-19. Actual and (Notch F ilter) Estimate x1 Position (200% of Nominal 
Mass) 
The comparison between the notch filter (Figure 3-1 9) and the Kalman filter (Figure 
3-18), clearly highlights the reason for the difference in the RMS errors: whilst the 
Kalman fi lter estimate removes the contribution of the flexible mode, it does not 
correctly estimate the position of the mass. 
3.5.4 Improvements to the Kalman Fi lter 
The results of the previous section show that the Kalman fi lter is stable over the range 
tested. However, when there are significant differences between the expected and 
actual models, then the Kalman filter does not correctly estimate the position of the 
large mass. 
By adjusting the parameters of the Kalman fi lter (tuning the Kalman filter) it may be 
possible to improve filter performance. The Kalman fi lter has two parameters that 
can be altered, without affecting the model contained within the filter~ these are the Q 
and R matrices. The R matrix relates to the sensor noise, so should be left unchanged. 
The Q matrix relates to the process noise within the system itself, and since this is 
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generally less well known than the sensor noise, there is more freedom to change this 
parameter. 
Through a process of trial and improvement, the Q matrix can be altered to use the 
following values: 
[I'W7 0 0 0 Q = 0 t • I0-5 0 0 
0 0 5 ·I0-3 0 
0 0 0 5 • to-3 
Then the Kalman filter gain matrix changes to: 
1.8159 
K= 1.8480 
1.6487 
1.7026 
(3. 18) 
(3.19) 
As can be seen the parameters of the gain matrix have all increased, placing more 
emphasis upon the sensor output than was previously used. In particular the 
parameters relating to the velocity components of the model have a greater 
significance. Figure 3-20 shows the RMS errors for the Kalman filter after these 
changes. 
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Figure 3-20. RMS Errors with Adjusted Q Matrix 
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As can be seen from Figure 3-20, the changes to the Q matrix have reduced the RMS 
errors to below those of the notch filter. Figure 3-2 1 compares the actual and 
estimated positions of the large mass. 
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Figure 3-21. Actual and Estimate x1 Position (200% of Nominal Mass) 
This comparison shows that the changes to the Kalman filter have resulted in a more 
accurate estimate of the large mass position being provided. 
Whilst it has not been needed here, the same approach could be used if there was a 
need to increase the range over which the Kalman filter is stable. The robustness of 
the Kalman fi lter, and how to improve it, wi ll be examined in more depth in Chapter 4 
3.6 Combined Outputs 
Whilst the Kalman filter successfully overcomes the structural coupling problem, it 
does not remove the flexible mode. Instead it alters the feedback in such a way to 
reduce its impact upon the system stabiljty margins. Figure 3-22 shows a Bode plot 
of the unfiltered and Kalman filtered systems. 
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Figure 3-22. Comparison Between Unfiltered and Kalman Filtered Responses 
The Kalman filter overcomes the problem here by altering the phase of the system 
away from the stability point. The gain of the response at the mode frequency has 
remained unchanged. 
Whilst this has not been a problem with this model , it may become more significant in 
a more complicated model with a larger number of modes. This section will look at 
the possibilities of using a combination of the positions of the two masses in order to 
overcome this. 
3.6. L Linear Transformation 
In order to provide an output that is a combination of the positions of the two masses, 
a linear transformation is required. A simple equation has been used to achieve this: 
f eedback = n.x1 + (1 - n )x2 (3 .20) 
where n is varied between 0 and 1 (purely position of x2 and purely position of x 1 
respectively). This approach provides a composite feedback signal that is sti ll 
effectively a position signaL A block diagram representation of this is shown m 
Figure 3-23. 
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Figure 3-23. Combination of Outputs 
Since the states of the model are: 
x, 
X= x2 
x, (3.21) 
j2 
The feedback equation can be converted into a matrix, whjch can replace the existing 
Kalman filter output C matrix: 
C = ~1 1- n 0 0] (3 .22) 
3.6.2 Results 
The effects of utilising a feedback signal , which is a combination of a number of 
states, are shown in the frequency domam. As a comparison, Figure 3-24 shows the 
two extreme values, where n= l and n=O. These are identicaJ to the frequency 
response produced when the feedback is the position of the large mass (n= l) and 
feedback is provided by the position of the smaller mass (n=O). 
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As n is increased from 0 to 1, there is a gradual progression between the two extreme 
responses. Figure 3-25 shows a sample of values ofn, which shows this progress ion. 
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Figure 3-25. Progres ion from Frequency Response 
Examination of Figure 3-25 shows that the phase of the response changes 
dramatically between n=0.6 and n=0.8. In the ideal response, the phase would be 
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close to - 180°, and so the range between n=0.6 and n=0.8 needs to be examined more 
closely. 
The point at which the flexible mode is removed from the response entirely is when 
n=0.667. This is identical to the ratio of the size of the larger mass (50 kg), compared 
to the totaJ of the two masses combined (75kg). Figure 3-26 compares this response 
to those for n= l and n=O. 
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Figure 3-26. Frequency Response for n=0.667 
The effects of the mode that can be seen in the other responses (e.g. Figure 3-25) has 
been removed, leaving the response of the system as if the smaller mass was not 
present. In nearly all cases (except when n= l) the phase margin of the system 
remains unchanged, the gain margin increases as n increases, until when n=0.667 the 
gain margin becomes infinite. 
3.7 Summary 
This section has demonstrated the use of the Kalman fJ..iter as a replacement for a 
notch filter in the structural coupling problem, on a basic model. The model used has 
a single flexible mode, at a frequency comparable to the first mode found on an 
aircraft. 
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The use of the two mass model has demonstrated that the Kalman Iilter can be used to 
replace a single notch filter, providing a stable solution. ln addjtion it has been shown 
that the Kalman filter approach provides better tolerance to errors in the model, which 
affect the frequency of the model mode, than the notch filter solution. 
Additional results have shown that the use of a linear combination of the states of the 
Kalman filter can be used to further improve the frequency response of the Kalman 
filter approach when there is coupling between the modes of the model. 
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4 Two Mode Assessment 
This chapter discusses the second stage of work of the project, which extends the 
work of the previous chapter to examine a model with a second flexible mode. 
4.1 Introduction 
There are two main purposes to thi s stage of work: to develop and assess the Kalman 
fi lter approach on a more complicated model , and also to provide a framework upon 
which an experimental stage of the project can be based. 
The model has been developed to be generally representative of an ai rcraft model. 
The material and dimensions of the beam have been chosen to give mode freq uencies 
of similar values to the first modes of the aircraft, addit ionally the dimensions have 
been chosen to be consistent with a laboratory rig, so that a comparison between 
theory and experiment can be made. 
4.2 Aircraft Analogy 
To ensure that the beam representation that will be used is similar to the pitch loop of 
a simple aircraft model, a comparison can be made. Figure 4-1 shows the beam 
overlaid onto an aircraft (also showing the basic ai rcraft axes). 
z 
Figure 4-1. Beam - Aircraft Analogy 
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The aircraft p1tchmg mode can be represented by a torswnal mass-spnng-damper 
system [Cook- 1997f8 The torswnal spnng-damper arrangement can m turn be 
represented by a pau or senes arranged spnngs and dampers, as descnbed m the next 
sectwn For all these representatiOns, the p1tch rate to mput force transfer function 
can be simplified to . 
.!!_=k a+bs 
F0 c+ds+es2 
Through careful parameter selection of the mechanical spnng and damper, a good 
representation of the aerodynamic damping and stiffness can be made 
4.3 Model Description 
The two mode model has been based upon a free - free beam The beam 1s suspended 
upon a pa1r of spnngs and dampers (m senes) These additiOnal components provide 
the model With a ng~d mode An angular rate gyroscope 1s attached to the beam, an 
actuator and a controller provide angular rate control of the beam F1gure 4-2 shows 
this arrangement 
Controller 
Figure 4-2. Beam Model 
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The post honing of the actuator and sensor has been selected to provtde a companson 
with the postttons that the eqmvalent devtces would be found on a modem aircraft 
(sensor placed behmd the cockptt, With canards provtdmg pnmary pttch control) 
4 3 1 Assumptions 
Thts stage of the work has made a number of assumpttons about the model, these are 
a) The system process nOise ts neghgtble 
b) There ts no couphng between each mode 
4 3 2 Model Parameters 
The model has been destgned With the following parameters 
Length 31m 
Wtdth 0 1m 
Depth 001m 
Denstty 2700kgtn-3 (Alummmm) 
Mass 8 37kg 
Spnng Constant 3000Nm-1 
Dampmg Constant 167Nsm·1 
Spnngs spacmg 0 775m (from centre of beam) 
Sensor posttton 0 3875m (from centre of beam) 
Actuator position 1 1625m (from centre ofbeam) 
The dtmenstons of the beam have been selected to produce flextble modes at about 
5Hz and 15OHz The spnng and damper parameters have been selected to provtde a 
highly damped ngtd mode at about 3 5Hz 
4.4 System Model 
The beam model conststs of two mam components, the ngid mode of the beam, and 
the flextble modes 
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4.4 1 Rigid Model 
In order to provrde prtch mformatron, erther a smgle angular positron, or two linear 
positions must be proVIded. Two linear pos1t1ons have been selected, smce th1s 
allows easy calculation of both linear and angular measurements The states selected 
are the vert1cal pos1tion and velocity of the beam at the pomts where the spnngs are 
connected 
The force in the spnng IS 
F., =k(z'-z) 
The force m the damper 1s. 
F =cz' c 
c , zt 
. , 
zt 
k z, 
z, 
Figure 4-3. Rigid Model States 
Smce F;, = - Fk , subst1tutron and rearrangement gives 
z' = k (z- z') 
c 
(4 I) 
(4 2) 
(4 3) 
The acceleration z can be easily calculated from Fk , the beam mass m, and the force 
(f) apphed to the beam at the spnng 
.. k(, ) I z=-z-z+-
m m (4 4) 
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The state vector 1s 
(4 5) 
Equatwns ( 4 3) and ( 4 4) prov1de the A and B matnces for the state space model 
A,= 
0 
k 
m 
k 
c 
I 
0 
0 
k 
m 
0 k 
c (4 6) 
Where a, is a scahng factor, accountmg for the actuator offset from the pomt of 
mterest This factor can be calculated by taking moments about each of the spnng -
beamJomts (shown as A and Bin Figure 4-4) and the centre ofgrav1ty (marked COG 
m Figure 4-4) 
k1 k2 
!.-------11---->1<-----12---------ol 
z, 
A 
COG B 
F 
lo-------dl-------<1 
Figure 4-4. Moments on Beam 
Assummg steady state cond1t1ons, 1f we take moments about each of A, B, and COG: 
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Moments about A-
F ·(d -ll)+z2·k2·(11+12) = 0 
Moments about B 
F ·(d +/2)+zl·kl·(/1 +12) = 0 
Moments about COG: 
F ·d +zl·kl·ll +z2·k2·12 = 0 
Rearranging (4 6) m terms ofxi gives· 
zl= F·(d+/2) 
k2·(11+12) 
Rearranging (4 5) in terms ofx2 gives· 
z2 = F ·(d -/1) 
kl·(/1 +12) 
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(4 7) 
(4 8) 
(4 9) 
(4 10) 
(4.11) 
If we now substitute the dimensiOns contamed m the specificatiOn at the begmmng of 
this section, into equatiOns (4 10) and (4 11) will give us ZI and z2 The vertical 
displacement of the beam at each spnng for the force F (when F equals IN) Will be 
zi =0417mm 
z 2 = -0 083mm 
These values can be checked by substitution mto equation ( 4.9) In addition 
multiplying these displacements by the spnng constants Will provide the resultant 
force of each spnng on the beam These values are the a, terms contamed m the state 
space B-matnx 
ki-zi =3000·0417·10-3 =125N 
k2 • z2 = 3000 · -0 083 ·10-
3 
= -0 25N 
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Smce there are two spnngs on the beam, and two points are required to prov1de 
rotatiOnal informatiOn, the model reqmres the matnces developed m equations ( 4 5) 
and (4 6) for each spnng, 1 e. 
(4.12) 
The reqmred output from the model IS the angular velOCity of the beam Tlus 1s 
produced from the beam velocity, and uses the relatwnslup B = smB for small values 
of8 
The angular veloc1ty IS the d1fference between the beam velocity components divided 
by the d1stance between them 
B=(z,-z2) 
0 51 
Th1s converts to state space form as: 
c, =[o T o o 
4 4 2 Flexible Modes 
2 
l o] D, =[o] 
(4 13) 
This section descnbes the formulation of the flexible modes The model has been 
developed usmg mformation contamed m [B1shop, Johnson - 1960]12• A bnef 
descnpt10n IS gwen below 
The differential equation of motion takes the folloWing form 
82 z El 84z 
-+-·-=0 
8t2 Ap 8x4 
(4 14) 
The general solution ofth1s (for a system harmomcally exc1ted by frequency m) 1s: 
z = X(x)e'"" (4 15) 
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When equatwn ( 4 15) 1s substituted in to equatiOn ( 4 14 ), we get an ordmary 
differential equation 
d•x -A•X=O 
d.x. 
where A. IS 
2 
A • = (J), Ap 
r EJ 
(4 16) 
(4 17) 
whe solutwn ofth1s can be wntten in the followmg form (for a harrnomc force F, with 
frequency (J) ) 
(4 18) 
where the receptance a xh (where x 1s the pos1t10n of the force apphed to the beam and 
hIS the pos1tton of the sensor on the beam), 1s 
_f. t/J_( X)· t/J_( h) 
axh- L.. 2 2 
r=I aJ (J), -(J) ) (4 19) 
a, =Ap l=m (4 20) 
Here (J),Is the frequency of the rth mode, andt:PJ x) 1s the rth charactenstlc funct1on of 
the beam, wh1ch m the case of the free-free beam 1s. 
t:PJx) =cosh( A,x)-cos( A,x)-crJsmh( A,x)-sm( A,x)) 
u = _co_s_h"-( A_,,'-'1 )'---c_o_s,_( A--",~1) 
' smh(A.{)-sm(A)) 
where A. can be calculated from the general solution of(4 16) 
cos A,l · cosh A.,l = 0 
the first 4 values of A.rl are. 
~1=4730, ~1=7853, ..1.,1=10996, A.f=l4137 
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(4 21) 
(4 22) 
If we add structural dampmg to (4.19) we obtam 
_f. <f>,(x)·<f>,(h) 
a"" - L.... 2 r. )2 
,.., m(m, +2(m,(Jm)+vm ) 
selecting generalised co-ordmates such that 
z, = q,<I>,(h) 
B, = q,<f>~(h) 
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(4 23) 
(4 24) 
(4.25) 
where z.. 1s the vertical displacement caused by the rth mode, and e, 1s the angular 
displacement caused by the rth mode. 
substitutiOn of ( 4 18) mto ( 4 23) and rearrangement gives 
a""F 
q=<f>,(h) 
<f>,(x) 
subst1tutmg s for Jm we get 
<f> ,(x) 
q = m(m; + 2(m,s + s2 ) 
q(m; +2(m,s+s2 )= <f>,(x) 
m 
m;q+2(m/J+ij= <f>,(x) 
m 
substitution and rearrangement gives the followmg 
. <I>,(x)F 2 2 . q, = -- - m,q,- t; m,q, 
m 
·· = -<f> (h L 2 - 2<1> (h '- · -"-'<I> ''-'-(h..<..::)<f>..LC, ('-"x) F z,. ,. p,.q,. ,. h (f),.q,. +-
m 
(4 26) 
(4 27) 
(4 28) 
where z.. IS the rth mode deflection at the pomt specified by h. With the states selected 
as 
X=[~:] 
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These can be wntten in state space fonn as 
[ 
0 1 ] A = fr -m; -2t; {j)n , 
(4 29) 
Alternatively, 1fthe angular rate IS reqmred 
8, = <t>~(h)q, (4 30) 
Provtdmg the following state space output equatiOn. 
C1,=[0 <~>:1 D1,=0 
From th1s bas1s, any number of modes can be accommodated wtthtn the model, 
simply by replicatmg the equations above for each reqmred mode, e g for two 
flex1ble modes (wtth angular rate output) the equations would become 
(4 31) 
4 4 3 Complete Model 
To obtatn the complete model, the components for the ngtd and the flextble modes 
(equatwns (4 12) and (4 31)) are combmed Smce 1t has been assumed that there 1s no 
couphng between the modes, the off d1agonal tenns are zero 
(4 32) 
From this we have a state vector contauung 10 states - 6 ngid states and 4 flex1ble 
mode states The model has been used m S1muhnk, and the full dtagrruns for the 
model are mcluded m Appendix D 
The open loop frequency response of the beatn IS shown m F1gure 4-5 From the 
Bode plot the two flex1ble modes can clearly be seen by the magmtude peaks and the 
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180° phase changes The ngtd mode can also be seen, shown by the shght changes m 
gam and phase around the 3Hz pomt 
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Figure 4-5. Uncontrolled Open Loop Frequency Response of Beam Model 
4.5 System Controller 
Whilst this system IS stable (open loop), the performance of the system IS not as good 
as IS desired (1 e steady state errors, system bandWidth, etc ) It IS therefore necessary 
to add some form of controller to the system to Improve the response 
The controller has been designed to control the ngtd beam Dunng the design 
process, the flexible modes of the beam are removed This IS a similar approach to 
that used m the design of the control laws for an aircraft 
The controller uses a proportiOnal gam, combmed With an mtegral stage and a phase 
advance stage to produce an Improved closed loop response The gam IS set at 
7Nm/rad, the mtegral component has T,~o 005, and the phase advance stage has 
Tct~ 01 and k=2 These parameters combme to produce a closed loop system 
bandWidth of 3Hz 
The transfer functiOn for this controller IS 
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7 . 0 005s + 1 . 0 02s + 1 
0 005 0 01s+1 
Figure 4-6 shows the time domam response of the ngid beam to a 0 01 rad/s demand 
at t=Os followed by a --0 02 rad/s demand at t=5s As can be seen the response Is 
stable. 
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Figure 4-6. Rigid Beam Response (with Controller) 
With the controller m the system, the frequency response of the system, With the 
controller demand as the mput and the sensor signal as the output, Is: 
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Figure 4-7. Frequency Response of Controlled Beam 
As can be seen from F1gure 4-7, the controller has added a significant amount of gain 
across all frequencies, which Improves the overall rate of response The mtegrator 
has added low frequency ( d c )} gam, whiCh reduces the steady state errors, however 
this 1s at the cost of 90° of additiOnal phase Jag The phase advance sectiOn of the 
controller compensates for th1s around the frequencies of the flexible modes 
4 5 I Actuator Model 
In order to prov1de a more realistic model, a model of an actuator has been used Tins 
model has been supplied by BAE Systems, and IS comparable to the type of actuator 
model that they use when modelling aircraft systems The equatiOn of th1s mode! Is 
s
2
- 575s + 243000 -0 0486s2 + 27 5s + 1052 
s
2 + 197s + 12073 s2 + 526 6s + 20364 
The frequency response of this actuator Is shown m Figure 4-8 
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Figure 4-8. Frequency Response of Actuator 
4 5 2 Sensor Modelling 
The model does provtde for sensor not se, m the form of whtte not se that ts added to 
the sensor output from the model For a sensor output ofO Olradls, notse power equal 
to lxl0-9 provtdes a noise level approXImately 1% of the peak sensor readmg 
4.6 Notch Filters 
Whtlst the ngtd closed loop system (model of beam and controller) ts stable, problems 
anse when the flextble modes are added mto the system As ts shown m Ftgure 4-9, 
whtlst the response passes beneath the OdB -180° pomt (a key mdtcator of stabthty, as 
dtscussed m Chapter 2 Sectton 4), the stabthty margms are very small As was 
discussed m Chapter 2, m order to clear an rurcraft for fltght spectfied stabthty 
margms must be met 
It can also be seen from the response that the second flextble mode crosses the OdB 
line at a phase of -540°, which ts the pomt at whtch the second set of stabthty 
margtns extst Thts will also need correcting 
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Figure 4-9 - Frequency Response of U nfiltered System 
In order to Improve the stab1hty margms of the system around the flexible modes, the 
trad1tJonal approach of usmg notch filters has been used In this mstance the notch 
filters used have been based upon the followmg form 
2 r 2 
F(s)= s +sw.,n +w 
s2 + sw(d + w2 
Where ro IS the notch frequency (rads·\ Sn IS the numerator dampmg, and Sd is the 
denommator dampmg 
In this model, two notch filters have been used Although only one filter IS requued 
to ensure that the frequency response IS below the OdB -180° pomt, the second filter 
attenuates the system to ensure that clearance IS achieved at the OdB -540° pomt 
Table 4-1 shows the parameters used in the filters. 
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Filter I Filter 2 
(l) 34 2 94 3 
~;. 0 005 0 004 
/;d 0 1 0 1 
Table 4-1. Notch Filter Parameters 
The frequency response for each of these filters is shown m Figure 4-10. The solid 
lme shows filter I and the dotted !me shows the response for filter 2 As can be 
expected from the filter parameters, the two filters are of very similar bandwidth and 
attenuation 
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Figure 4-10. Bode Diagram of Beam Model Notch Filters 
The effects of these notch filters on the system can be seen from the frequency 
response shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Nidtols Chart 
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Figure 4-11. Frequency Response of Notch Filtered System 
The notch filters have successfully reduced the gam of the flexible modes, and have 
stab1hsed the frequency response However, th1s 1s not Without cost, the notch filters 
have each added a small amount of phase lag mto the system, wh1ch reduces the rigid 
mode stab1hty margtns 
On a model such as th1s, where only two notch filters are reqmred, this IS not a b1g 
problem, but on a more complicated system, where more filters are reqmred, the 
problem IS much more s1gmficant. 
4. 7 Kalman Filter 
The Kalman filter has been designed to provide an estimation of the angular rate of 
the ngid beam. The mputs to the Kalman filter are the controller output and the 
sensor output 
The model used m the Kalman filter IS almost Identical to that of the beam Itself In 
order to reduce the size, and hence the processmg requirements of the Kalman filter, 
the ngtd modes have been minimized usmg the Matlab command 'mmreal' This 
reduces each ngtd mode from 3 to 2 states, and the entire model from 10 to 8 states. 
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As can be seen from Figure 4-12 there is no noticeable difference between the two 
models. 
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Figure 4-12. Comparison between Full and M inimalised models 
Removing the flexjbJe components from the C matrix provides the estimated output. 
This gives a new output matrix C out. which provides the rigid estimate of the system: 
cout =[er [o] 
4.7. 1 Fi lter Parameters 
The uncertainty values Q and R used in the generation of the Kalman gain matrix 
have been selected based upon information in the model. R has been selected to be 
equaJ to the variance of the sensor noise (noise power = lxlo·\ and Q has been 
selected as the variance of the states of the Kalman filter in (open loop) response to a 
step input These values are: 
R = 1.0 X 10"7 
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The diagonal components of the Q matrix are: 
5.0440 X 104 
3.7758 X 10-1 
2.7377 X 10·S 
1.5922 X 10"5 
2.4900 X 10•0 
2.9509 x I 0-4 
9.9605 x 1 o-2 
I. 1805 X 1 o-s 
4.7.2 Kalman Filter Gain Matrix 
Two Mode Assessment 
Using the parameters given in the previous section, the Kalman filter gain matrix, 
calculated using the Matlab function 'Kalman', is: 
K = 
5.6634 X 10+1 
- 1.115 LX I 0 .. 3 
-1.4705 X JO+I 
-1.3359 X 10 2 
-3.3078 x 1 o+J 
8.8344 X 10 .. 1 
1.3232 X 10 2 
-3.5340 X lO+O 
4. 7.3 Frequency Response 
With the Kalman filter designed as set out above, and added to the model in place of 
the notch filters, the model has the frequency response shown in Figure 4-1 3. 
As can be seen from the response, the Kalman filter removes the effects of the Oexible 
modes from the system, leaving only the rigid mode. 
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Figure 4-13. Frequency Respon e of Bea m Model with Ka lman F ilter 
4.8 Comparison of Filters 
In order to assess the effectiveness of the Kat man fi lter as a replacement for the notch 
filters, the frequency responses of the different filters need to be compared on the 
same chart. Figure 4-14 shows the three different filtering options. 
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Figure 4-14. Frequency Response of Different Filters 
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As can be seen, the Notch filters mtroduce a small amount of phase Jag compared to 
the unfiltered response The Kalman filter provides a significant Improvement, and 
the phase of the system is lower than the unfiltered response 
4 8 I Kalman Filter Phase Lead 
As was highhghted m the previOus section, the phase of the Kalman filtered system IS 
lower than the unfiltered system This suggests that the Kalman filter adds phase lead 
to the system, which could be undesirable. 
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I I 
Mode Modes I ~ Rrgrd Flexrble Mode Modes 
I 
-
Figure 4-15. Phase Lag Differences between Filters 
A companson of the different techruques shows that the filtered signal, which IS fed 
back to the controller, IS developed m significantly different ways The notch filter 
method takes the sensor output, and filters out the undesued frequencies The 
Kalman filter approach uses the sensor Signal and the controller output to produce an 
estimate of the ngid portiOn of the sensor Signal 
As can be seen m Figure 4-15, the notch filter technique produces an output where the 
phase Jag of the system is the sum of the Jag mtroduced by the rigid mode, the flexible 
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modes, and the notch filters The Kalman filter output does not use the flextble 
modes, and hence the phase Jag of the system is only that of the ngid mode 
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Figure 4-16. Comparison between Rigid and Flexible Models 
Figure 4-16 shows the frequency responses for the ngid mode only, and the 
combmatwn of the flextble and ngid modes As descnbed above, the rigid mode has 
less phase Jag, and this IS reflected m the output of the Kalman filter 
4.9 Model improvements 
In order to provide a more representative companson With an aircraft model, some 
enhancements can be added to the system These bnng the frequency response of the 
ngid beam much closer to what could be expected from the ngid aircraft; this allows a 
much fairer companson between the notch filter and the Kalman filter 
4 9 1 Rigid mode compensation 
The ngid mode of the beam as used in the previOus chapter had quite large stability 
margins, which would not be seen on an aircraft This results m much larger phase 
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margin available for the design of the notch filters, wh1ch can lead to an mappropnate 
des1gn of notch filter 
In order to more closely match the beam ngid mode to what would be expected on an 
a1rcraft, an additional filter can be added mto the system F1gure 4-17 shows the 
frequency response of the ng1d beam, mcludmg the excluswn regions used m the 
aerospace industry, wh1ch were d1scussed m Chapter 2 
As can be seen, the response provides 60° of phase margm, wh1ch IS significantly 
larger than the 35° that could be expected from an aucraft 
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Figure 4-17. Frequency Response of Rigid Beam 
More realistic stab1hty margins can be achieved by addmg a Simple filter that 
decreases the phase margm at the -I 80° pomt, and slightly mcreases the gam margin 
at the same pomt The followmg filter has been used to ach1eve th1s 
C(s) = 2 5 _I+ 0 0675s 
I+0387s 
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TJus is mserted mto the beam model (between the actuator dynamics and the beam 
state space model) Figure 4-18 shows the frequency response of the ngtd model after 
the filter has been added 
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Figure 4-18. Frequency Response of Compensated Rigid Model 
The filter has pulled the frequency response much closer to the exclusion region This 
Will ensure that the frequency response of the beam Is a better representation of an 
aircraft, and so a much more representative comparison between the notch and 
Kalman filter solutions can be undertaken 
4 9 2 Modelling frequency changes 
The beam model can be readtly adapted to examme the effects of changes m the 
frequencies of the flexible modes Changmg the stiffness (Youngs' Modulus) of the 
beam by± I 5% wtll alter the flexible modes of the beam by± 7 5%. 
4 9 3 Disturbance force 
A further expansion of the assessment of the Kalman filter Is to see the effect of un-
modelled forces acting on the beam, for example to represent a gust of wmd actmg on 
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an aircraft The disturbance can be modelled by addmg an additiOnal mput 
component to the beam model, tins Will not be modelled m the Kalman filter 
4 9 4 Improvements to Kalman filter 
The parameters of the Kalman filter used m the previOus chapter were an Imtial 
estimate, which, whilst It does work, may not necessanly be the best solution When 
the model and filter are identical, the only difference between the estimated output 
and the actual sensor readmg IS the noise on the sensor When errors are mtroduced 
mto the model, this Will proVIde a basis from which the Kalman filter can be tuned 
4.10 Initial Filter Robustness 
When the structural coupling problem IS under assessment as part of the FCS design 
process, the designer needs to take mto account vanatwns m the frequencies of the 
flexible modes These modes are altered by a number of different factors, includmg 
the amount of fuel earned, and the stores earned on the aircraft The frequency 
response also changes accordmg to altitude of flight 
With the beam model, a simple method to altenng the frequencies of the flexible 
modes IS to vary the stiffness (or Y oungs Modulus) of the beam The fleXIble 
frequencies of the beam are related to the stiffness of the beam by a factor of a half, a 
15% change m stiffness Will result m a 7 5% change m fleXIble mode frequencies 
The frequency domain analysis looks at the open loop stability margms of the system 
With each filter prov1dmg the feedback for the controller, and how these margms 
compare to the aircraft exclusiOn regions. For the purposes of the frequency analysis, 
the mput to the system IS the controller demand, and the output IS the estimatiOn 
provided by the filter 
For each filter, the frequency responses for the nommal mode frequency, as well as 
±15% mode frequency change, have been shown These 3 plots Will show the range 
over winch the response changes. Figure 4-19 shows the notch filter response, and 
Figure 4-20 shows the frequency responses of the Kalman filter 
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When the model frequenctes are lower than the notch filter ts expecting, the response 
of the system remains clear of the excluston region (except for the encroachment 
caused by the phase Jag of the notch filters) However when the model frequencies 
are larger than the filter expects, there ts encroachment mto the first exclusion regton 
When the errors m the model result m lower than expected frequenctes, the Kalman 
filter approach performs shghtly better than the notch filter approach, With margmally 
higher gam and phase margms When the frequenctes are htgher than expected, hke 
the notch filter approach there is an encroachment mto the exclusion regton llus 
encroachment ts shghtly more stgmficant than With notch filter, the encroachment 
results m a stgnificant reductton m gain margm, and a larger proportton of the 
excluston regton is enclosed 
4.11 Kalman Filter Tuning 
The Kalman filter used m the prevtous section was based upon the vanance of the 
states of the model m response to a step mput Whtlst the solution proVIded does 
work, tt does not mean that tt provtdes the tdeal solution. Adjusbnents to each of the 
mdtvtdual parameters of the Q matnx and exarnmmg the effect on the stabthty 
margms Will allow an tmproved Kalman filter to be developed 
Each of the dtagonal terms of the Q matnx has been scaled (up and down) by a factor 
of 4 The effects of this scalmg have been assessed for each of the extreme error 
values The effects have been analysed quahtattvely, to see the effect each change has 
on the gam and phase margms around both excluston regtons The folloWing notatwn 
has been used to tabulate thts analysts 
++ signtficant tmprovement 
+ mmor tmprovement 
0 no change 
mmor degradatiOn 
stgntficant degradatiOn 
The results for the model With Young's Modulus changed by ±15% are shown m 
Table 4-2 
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-180° -540° 
GM PM GM PM 
-15% +15% -15% +15% -15% +15% -15% +15% 
Q(1,1) x4 + ++ + 
-
+ + ++ 0 
+4 - -- - + - - -- 0 
Q(2,2) x4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q(3,3) x4 0 + 0 0 ++ + + 0 
+4 0 - 0 0 -- - - 0 
Q(4,4) x4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q(5,5) x4 - -- - + -- -- -- 0 
+4 + ++ + - ++ ++ ++ 0 
Q(6,6) x4 0 
-
0 + 
- - -
0 
+4 0 + 0 0 + + + 0 
Q(7,7) x4 0 - 0 0 - - - 0 
+4 0 + 0 0 + + + 0 
Q(8,8) x4 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 
+4 0 + 0 0 + 0 + 0 
Table 4-2. Effects of Changes in Q on Model 
As can be seen from Table 4-2, changes to the Q matnx can have a noticeable effect 
of the stability marg~ns m the system Most parameters have httle or no effect on the 
response, and the results for both +15% and-15% errors are similar The parameters 
which show most interest are Q(l,l) and Q(5,5) Q(l,l) relates to the first fleXIble 
mode, and Q(5,5) relates to the ngid mode position at the spnng closest to the 
actuator. 
These results mdicate the desuabihty of mcreasmg Q(l,1) and decreasmg Q(5,5), 
which are the co-vanances of the first flexible mode and the position of the beam at 
the spnng nearest the actuator respectively The frequency responses correspondmg 
to each ofthese changes are shown m FigiiTe 4-21 and FigiiTe 4-22 In these plots 
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Figure 4-21 - Response of system (Kalman Filter) with Q(l ,l} multiplied by 4 
The two sets of frequency responses are very similar. [n both sets, the exclusion 
regions have been c leared, but the different changes provide slightly different benefits 
to thjs clearance. The responses shown in Figure 4-21 provide slightly better margins 
around the first (-180°) exclusion region, whilst the responses shown in Figure 4-22 
provide better clearance around the second ( -540°) exclusion region. 
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Figure 4-22 - Response of system (Kalmao Filter) witb Q(S,S) divided by 4 
Both of these changes result in clearance of the exclusion regions, so the effects of 
applying both at the same time have not been shown. It is likely that the combination 
ofboth changes would resuJt in a further improvement in the stability margins. 
4.12 Uo-modelled Disturbances 
ln flight an aircraft is affected by a number of disturbances (e.g. wind gust, downdraft, 
etc.) which could not be included in the Kalman filter model. This section will 
examine the effects of a disturbance to the beam, which the filters do not model. 
The disturbance which has been used is an additional force which is applied 
momentarily to the beam. The model has been simulated to see the effect of this 
disturbance on the filter's abi lity to overcome the effects, and provide a stable control 
loop. 
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4.12 I Disturbance model 
The placement of the disturbance force has been selected to maximise the distance 
between the two forces, Figure 4-23 shows the posit10mng of the disturbance force 
Input 
Force 
k, k, DISturbance 
Force 
z, 
Figure 4-23. Position of Disturbance Force 
The disturbance can readily be added to the model as an additiOnal input The A and 
C matnces from the state space model developed m Sect10n 4 4 remam unchanged 
The B and D matnces each gain an additiOnal column 
As With the modellmg of the mput force, the effect of the disturbance force on the 
flex1ble modes 1s calculated usmg the receptance value for the position on the beam 
where the force occurs The effect on the ngid modes 1s calculated by takmg 
moments about A, B, and the Centre of graVIty (COG) as shown in F1gure 4-23. 
Moments about A-
F·(ll+/2+13)+ /2·(11+/2)=0 (4 33) 
Moments about B 
F·(/3)+ /1-(-11-/2)=0 (4 34) 
Moments about COG. 
F·(/2+13)- fl·ll+ /2·12=0 (4 35) 
Rearranging (4 34) m terms off! gives 
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/1= F·(/3) 
(/1 +12) 
Rearrangtng (4 33) m tenns off2 gtves 
F·(ll+/2+13) /2= 
k1·(ll+/2) 
Two Mode Assessment 
(4 36) 
(4 37) 
Smce the distances between the disturbance force, the spnngs and the centre of 
gravity are all equal ( 1 e /1 = 12 = /3) equations ( 4 36) and ( 4 37) can be reduced to 
3 /2=--F 
2 
(4 38) 
(4 39) 
These values can be checked by substitution mto equatiOn ( 4 35). These are the 
values of the effect of the disturbance force on the ng1d modes The B matnx 
becomes 
0 
4>, (x,} ll>lxd} 
m m 
0 
4>2(x,} 0 4>2(xd} 
B= m m 0 0 
125 -05 
m m 
0 0 
-025 1 5 
m m 
The D matnx Is unchanged 
4 12 2 Results 
The effect of applymg an un-modelled disturbance can be exammed by applymg an 
Impulse functiOn to the disturbance input The controller mput to the beam remams 
the same as m the previous chapter (1 e the beam IS respondmg to a demanded 
0 01 rad/s step at t=O, followed by a -0 02 rad/s step at t=5) The Impulse represents a 
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very short duration disturbance, such as a wind gust or downdraft, and is applied after 
the system has settled down following the initial transient. 
The impulse function is represented by a 3N force applied for O. ls. This is applied 
after the simulation has been running for l s. Figure 4-24 shows the effect of this 
disturbance to a 1 0 second simulation. The system runs closed loop, with the 
feedback supplied by the Kalman filter. 
0. 05 .-----,----..--.,.----,-----.- -.----,-----,.-----r-----, 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
I - Notch Filter I - Kalman Filter 
0 . 001 ~1'~ 
Amplitude ~ 
(radls) 
-o.01 
-o.02 
-o.03 
-0.04 ~-~-~--L---L-~--~--L--L--~-~ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Time (s) 
Figure 4-24. Effect of Disturbance on Beam Model 
The disturbance has quite a large effect on the beam, and this is reflected in the sensor 
output (blue). However, the Kalman filter (red) fi lters out most of this, feeding back 
to the controller only enough of the disturbance signal to prevent the system from 
becoming unstable. 
The effect of the disturbance couJd be more significant if it occurred at the same time 
as a change in the demanded signal. Figure 4-25 shows the system response to a 
disturbance force of the same magnitude occurring at t=5s. 
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0.03 .---.-------r--r----.-- -.--,------,---.---;-----, 
0.02 
-0.03 
-0.04 
l- Sensa 1 - Kalman Filter J 
-0.05 L---'-------'---L----L-----L---'---__J_----1 __ _.___-..J 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Time (s) 
6 7 8 
Figure 4-25. Effect of Disturbance at t=Ss 
9 10 
Even with the ctisturbance occurring at the same time as a change in the demand 
signal , with the Kalman filter in the system, the beam remains stable. 
4.13 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the use of the Kalman filter as replacement for a pair of 
notch filters. The parameters of the model used in this chapter have been developed 
so as to allow the construction of an experimental rig. The experimental rig will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
The Kalman filter approach provides an improvement over the use of notch filters to 
overcome the problems associated with the flexible modes. It also provides additiona l 
phase benefits over the unfi ltered response. 
It has been shown that the model can be modified to more closely represent the 
aircraft system, with a more stringent set of stability margins. It has been shown that 
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the Kalman filter approach will operate under adverse conditions, e1ther when the 
model is not an accurate representation of the system, or when the system IS affected 
by un-modelled forces 
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5 Experimental Rig 
This chapter descnbes the design of the expenmental ng, which has been used to 
validate the two-mode beam model work 
5.1 Introduction 
An Important part of the development of a new approach IS to vahdate any modelhng 
earned out on a physical system. 
The two-mode model, as discussed m Chapter 4 was modelled on such a scale that it 
could be developed mto an expenmental system m order to provide vahdatwn of the 
model 
Actuator 
Figure 5-1. Beam Model 
Figure 5-1 shows the ongmal layout of the beam model Tins diagram 1mphes that 
the motiOn of the actuator IS m the vertical duectwn One of the key assumptions 
made before the modelling started, was that the effects of gravity could be ignored 
This meant that only the actuator would provide stimulatiOn to the beam 
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If the experimental rig were to be mounted in the vertical plane, then the model used 
in earlier chapters would not be entirely valid for comparison with this stage of work. 
In order to overcome this, the rig has been designed to operate in the horizontal plane, 
an arrangement which also facilitates supporting the beam in a largely unconstrained 
manner. Figure 5-2 shows a photo of the experimental rig. 
Figure S-2. Experimental Rig 
5.2 Corn ponents of the Rig 
The rig consists of a number of different components, which are described in this 
section. 
5.2. I Beam 
The beam has been designed to give a first bending frequency of around 5Hz and 
manufactured from Aluminium (density of aluminium is 2700kgm-3). The 
dimensions of the beam are: 
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Length 
Width 
Depth 
Mass 
3 lm 
lOcm 
09cm 
7 533kg 
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The beam IS suspended from long Wires attached to the ceiling, m order to ensure that 
the lateral forces on the spnngs and actuator caused by the suspensiOn are as small as 
possible 
52 2 Spnngs 
The spnngs used are compressiOn spnngs They have the folloWing dimensiOns 
Wire Diameter (d) 09lmm 
Outside Diameter (OD) 127mm 
Free Length (FL) 38lmm 
Free Coils (n) 6 
Modulus of shear (G) 76GPa 
These dimensiOns provide a spnng constant ofO 6 Nmm·1• 
5 2.3 Dampers 
In order to reduce the amount of fnc!Ion m the system, electromagnetic dampers have 
been used 
The dampmg is produced by passmg a copper sheet through a magnetic field The 
copper sheet IS supported on a bar that can move freely through a pau of linear 
beanngs Two cucular runners at the bottom of the copper sheet prevent lateral 
movement. A full descnpt10n of the design of the dampers IS g~ven m Appendix G 
5 2 4 Actuator 
A movmg coil actuator has been used on the ng. This type of actuator has low levels 
of fnctwn The basic specificatiOn of the actuator IS show below· 
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Stroke 50 mm 
Maximum Force 60N 
Coil Resistance 120 
Maximum Current 2.5A 
Sensitivity 22N/A 
The actuator also provides high accuracy position feedback information. The data 
sheet for the actuator is included in Appendix E. A photo of the actuator is shown in 
Figure 5-3. 
Figure S-3. Actuator 
5.2.5 Sensor 
A small solid state gyroscope has been supplied by BAE Systems for use as part of 
the control system, discussed in Chapter 4. The basic specification of the sensor is 
shown below: 
Maximum rate 
Noise 
Sensitivity 
±110°/s 
0.25°/s 
18.2mV/0/s 
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The datasheet for the gyroscope is included in Appendix F. A photo of the sensor is 
shown in Figure 5-4. 
Figure S-4. eosor 
5.2.6 Controller 
A Digital Signal Processing (DSP) card has been used to develop the controller and 
filtering for the rig. This approach allows development of the software required to 
operate the system under a number of different conditions. Full details of the design 
of the controller can be found in Section 5.4. 
5.2.7 Data Logging 
Variables from inside the controller have been recorded using the interface between 
the DSP and a PC. The sensor output is saved into the memory on the DSP, and then 
can be down loaded to the PC at the end of the test cycle. 
5.3 Electromagnetic Damper Design 
The electromagnetic damping occurs due to the interaction between eddy currents 
induced in a thin conducting sheet (e.g. copper) and a magnetic field. Figure 5-5 
shows a generalisation of this arrangement. 
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Figure 5-5. Concept of Electro-magnetic Damper 
This approach to damper design produces a solution with potentially very low 
friction, but, in order to generate the required field, the solution is likely to be bulky. 
The design of this damper is included in Appendix G. Figure 5-6 shows a drawing of 
the damper and its support structure. 
Figure S-6. 3-Dimensiooal Drawing of Electromagnetic Damper 
The drawing shows two small rollers at the base of the copper sheet; these keep the 
sheet orientated correctly in relationship to the damper core, and prevent the sheet 
from fouling on either pole. 
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5.4 Controller Design 
The controller routines have been designed to run on a Texas instruments (TI) digital 
signal processor (DSP) card, based upon the TI TMS320C31 processor. Figure 5-7 
shows a picture of the processor card. 
This processor card provides a simple development environment from which to 
design the routines required to control the rig. The card provides a parallel port for 
communication with a host PC. External DAC and ADC devices have been used; 
these are mapped to memory locations of the DSP. 
Figure 5-7. TM 320C31 Based DSP Ca rd 
The controller consists of two main components~ these are: 
Control routines 
Kalman fi lter routines 
5.4.1 Control Routines 
The controller designed in Chapter 4 is formed for a continuous model. This would 
not work on the DSP, since the DSP operates in discrete steps. In order to develop a 
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controller which does work on the DSP, the contmuous model needs to be converted 
to discrete form 
The transfer function of the controller was 
7 . 0 005s + 1 . 0 02s + I 
0 005s 0 0 Is+ I 
(5 10) 
This can be converted mto state space form using the Matlab function tf2ss The state 
space matnces produced by this functiOn are 
A=[-
1
1°
0 ~}B=[~Jc=(2100 14·10'1D=[l4] 
These parameters define the controller usmg the state space equations 
x=Ax+Bu 
x=Cx+Du 
The same equations can be descnbed m discrete state space form 
x •• t = Adxn + Bdun 
x. = Cdxn + Ddun 
(5 11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
The matnces for the discrete model can be calculated from the contmuous matn ces 
( 5 I!) usmg the Matlab functiOn c2d Wtth a sampling penod of 0 00 Is, these are 
A=[368 ·IO-t O] B=[632 ·IO"'] C=(2100 14·10'1D=[l4] 
632·10"3 1' 368·10'' 
(5 14) 
5 4 2 Kalman Filter Routmes 
As wtth the controller, the Kalman filter used in the modelling stage of work was 
designed for use m the contmuous domam, and therefore need to be converted to 
discrete form 
Unhke the prevwus section, where the contmuous controller could be readily 
converted to a discrete form, the Kalman filter needs to be redesigned for the discrete 
form The Kalman filter gam matnx IS developed from the system state space 
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equations, and before the discrete fonn of the Kalman filter can be created, the system 
must be converted to dJ.screte fonn (as before usmg the Matlab command c2d) 
Usmg the parameters for the ng outhned m SectiOn 52, the contmuous domrun state 
space matnces used in the Kalman filter are 
A= 
B= 
0 
-9 5x1o2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 4x!O·I 
0 
2 5x10"1 
-1 7xl0·1 
7 1x10"3 
3 3xl0"2 
-14xl0·3 
0 0 
-4 9xl0-l 0 0 
0 0 
0 -7 2x1if -1 4xl0° 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-4 4xH>' -1 Ox1if 0 
1 3xl0° 1 3x1o' 0 
0 0 -4 4x1o' 
0 0 13x10° 
C = [o -9 Ox!0-1 0 7 3xl0"1 -6 4xl0"1 2 8xl0·2 6 4xl0·1 -2 8xl0·2 j 
D=[O] 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 Oxlif 
1 3x1 o' 
Usmg a samphng penod of 0 001 s, the Matlab command c2d produces the following 
discrete state space matnces 
9 53xi0-1 9 82xi0-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-9 31 9 48x1o-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 6 62xl0-l 8 78x10-3 0 0 0 0 
A= 0 0 -6 33xl0
1 6 50xlo-1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5 93x1o-1 -8 7008 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 07xlo-2 I 0768 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 93xl0-l -8 7008 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 07xi0-2 I 0768 
6 87x1~ 
1 36x1o·3 
I 15xl0·5 
B= 2 16xHf
3 
-I 64xl0·3 
6 53x1o·5 
3 28x1o-4 
-I 3lxl0·5 
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c=r -898xJ0·1 o 726xHr1 -645xlo·1 278xw·2 645x!o·' -278x!0"2 j 
D=[O) 
In addition, the covanance matrices for the process nOise (Q) and measurement nOise 
(R) as discussed and developed m Chapter 4 are required These are 
R = 1 0 X 10"7 
Q( dwgonal terms) 
5 0440 X ]04 
3 7758 X )0-4 
2 7377 X 10"5 
1.5922 xl0"5 
2 4900 X 10+0 
2 9509 X 104 
9 9605 x 10·2 
I 1805 X 10"5 
The Matlab command 'kalman' produces two matrices which define the discrete 
Kalman filter. These are the Kalman gam matnx (K) and the mnovatwns gam matnx 
(M) The values of these matnces are 
3 89x!0-3 
-4 77xlo-' 
-8 72xlo-• 
K= 2 92x!0-
1 
-6 04xlo-' 
9 41x!0-3 
2 42xi0-2 
-3 77xl0-4 
8 41xi0-3 
-4 20xi0-1 
-3 17xi0-3 
M= 1 40xlo-
1 
-7 77xlo-' 
I 65x!0-2 
3 llxi0-2 
-6 59xl0-4 
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These matnces along With the state space matrices are used to calculate the state and 
output estimates The equatwns used are. 
x(n [n)= x(n[ n-1) +M(y(n)- Cx(n[n-1)- Du(n)) 
y(n [n)=C.x(n[ n)+Du(n) 
x(n+ I[ n)= Ax(n [n-l)+Bu(n)+K(y(n)-Cx(n [ n-1)-Du(n)) 
(5 15) 
(5 16) 
(5 17) 
Equation ( 5 16) uses a slightly different C matnx to that discussed above (and used m 
equations 5 15 and 5 17) In order that the estimated output of the beam angular 
velocity proVIdes only the ng~d portiOn, and not the fleXIble components, the 
components of the C matnx relatmg to the fleXIble modes are set to zero (this IS the 
same method used m Chapter 4). 
C
0 
= [o 0 0 0 -6 45xl0"1 2 78xl0"2 6 45xJ0"1 -2 78xl0"2 ] 
5.5 DSP Operation 
The DSP system has been des1gned to contmuously loop through the program until 
the host (PC software) sends the command to stop In each loop, the software 
requests a new sample from the ADC, updates the Kalman filter output and produces 
the ngid mode estimate Tins 1s passed to the controller wh1ch produces an output 
wh1ch 1s sent to the DAC F1gure 5-8 shows the program flowchart 
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Figure 5-8. DSP Software Flowchart 
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( Obtarn Sample 
from ADC 
Send Control 
Word to ADC 
Wart for 
Interrupt 
Save Sampled 
Data 
( 
Before the controller loop IS entered, the system IS m1tiahsed, this sets up the DSP to 
produce a I kHz timer functiOn, which IS used to control the sampling rate of the 
program The controller, the Kalman filter, and the model parameters are Imtiahsed at 
the same time 
Obtammg a new sample from the ADC IS a two stage process Fust a control word 
must be sent to the address of the ADC, this sets the ADC to look at the correct 
channel (the ADC supports 6 channels), and to sample at the correct voltage level 
When the ADC returns an mterrupt the sampled value can be read from the ADC 
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5.6 Results 
5 6 1 Model ValidatiOn 
The first stage when c01rumsswnmg a rig IS to ensure the vahd1ty of the model of the 
system In th1s case 1t IS of particular Importance, smce the Kalman filter needs a 
good model of the system m order to operate properly 
Usmg a Voltech Instruments TF2000 frequency response analyser, the frequency 
response of the uncontrolled beam was measured The results of this, and the model 
response for companson, are shown m F1gure 5-9 
~'.---~~----~----~----~----~-----
0 
~OL ----~,------~10----~,~,----~~~----~,~,----~~ 
~.-----~----~------~----~------~----, 
0 
-100~-----:-------!:------~-----;0:-------.:'::-------:! 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Fr!q.lency (Hz) 
Figure 5-9. Model and Rig Frequency Response 
The response shows a good comparison between the model and ng, espec1ally below 
5Hz Th1s should allow the Kalman filter to estimate the ng~d portion of the sensor 
output WJth a good degree of accuracy. 
The model1sn't qmte so good at the h1gher frequencies, suggestmg a second flexible 
mode lower than the actual frequency of the ng The same 1s true of the th1rd mode 
However, th1s is of less Importance, smce th1s WJll allow the Kalman filter to be 
1mt1ally tested WJth small known errors m some of the flex1ble modes 
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5 6 2 Future Results 
At present, the results from the beam have been hm1ted to the validatiOn of the model 
shown in the preVIous sectwn Results WIII be obtamed wh1ch W!Il validate the 
operatiOn of the Kalman filter. The ng can be extended to aiiow the tolerance of the 
Kalman filter approach to changes in the flexible mode frequencies by addmg smaii 
masses to the beam 
5.7 Summary 
An expenmental ng has been designed and Implemented wh1ch can be used to venfy 
the simulatiOn work earned out in Chapter 4 Whilst only the validatiOn of the model 
of the beam has been produced to date, the ng W!Il be used to validate the Kalman 
filter approach. 
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6 Aircraft Model 
This chapter discusses the development of an p1tch axis aucraft model, which has 
been used to examme the concepts mtroduced m earher chapters m the same 
envuonment that IS used to produce the notch filter solutiOn 
6.1 Introduction 
The design of a solutiOn to the structural couphng problem mcludes the use of an 
aircraft model. As was discussed m Chapter 2, whilst a model of the aircraft cannot 
be rehed upon as the sole source of mformatwn, It does form a significant part of the 
design process, especially m the early stages of the process 
The model has been developed m close conJunctiOn With BAE Systems, and has been 
corrected to Improve the companson between the model data and the data recorded 
from ground testmg 
6.2 Model Components 
The model of the aircraft system consists of two mam sectiOns; the model of the 
aircraft, and the model of the FCS 
6.2 1 Aircraft model 
The aircraft modelled IS a genenc Agile Combat Aircraft (ACA) It IS bmlt up from a 
matrix differential equatiOn 
A.ij+(D. +uVB.)q+(E. +uV 2C.}z =0 (6 I) 
Where V IS the true airspeed, o IS the relative air density, and q IS the vector of 
generalised coordmates The matnces A., B., c., D. and E. are respectively the 
mert1a, the aerodynamic dampmg and stiffuess, and the structural dampmg and 
stiffness Each of these matnces IS a square matnx With 80 rows, With each row (and 
column) representmg a different mode. There are 74 fleXIble modes, 3 control modes, 
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and 3 ng~d modes The control modes represent the rotatwn of the aucraft control 
surfaces 
Inboard flap rotatiOn 
Outboard flap rotatwn 
Foreplane rotation 
The output matnx (Z) provides 3 sensor outputs at 19 locatwns on the centre !me of 
the fuselage The sensors are 
Angular dJ.splacement (9) 
Forward velocity (x) 
Vertical velocity (z) 
This fonnulation of the model can readJ.ly be converted mto state space fonn, 
allowmg the model to be used m the Matlab enVIronment The tradJ.twnal state space 
fonn IS 
x=Ax+Bu 
y=Cx+Du 
(6 2) 
Keepmg the generalised coordinates from the dJ.fferential fonn of the aircraft model, 
the state vector x becomes 
(6 3) 
Rearranging equatiOn (6 1) m tenns of ij gives· 
.. (D" +uVB·)· (E" +uV2C") q=- q- q 
A. A. 
(6 4) 
From this, the state space a matnx can be obtamed 
(6 5) 
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The mputs to the model are moments apphed to the control surfaces The mput matnx 
ip (3 columns) ts 
[ 
[o] ~ 
ip = [E.(ctrl)] 
[o] 
(6 6) 
where ctrlts the locatiOn (m the E. matnx) of the control modes The state space 
mput matnx b IS' 
[ 
[o] l 
B= [~] (6 7) 
The output from the state space model ts Identical to the differential form, smce the 
outputs are based on the same set of generahsed coordmates, if for example, a pttch 
rate measurement was required from the pomt closest to the nose of the atrcraft, then 
this would be obtamed by the followmg· 
B = [o] [Z(rowl)~:J (6 8) 
The FCS uses the output from 4 sensors (pttch rate and verttcal velocity from one 
location, and pttch angle and verttcal velocity from a second location), the c matrix 
which provtdes these ts 
[o] [Z(row27) 
C= 
[o] [Z(row26)] (6 9) 
[Z(row51)] [o] 
[o] [Z(row50) 
The D matnx ts a zero matrix, with 4 rows and 3 columns 
The atrcraft model has been tmtlally developed wtth 80 modes, but thts leads to a state 
space model wtth 160 states A model of thts stze would reqmre a stgmficant amount 
of processmg power to stmulate To overcome thts, the model can be reduced m stze 
by removing the rows and columns (m the dtfferential equation form of the model) 
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relating to the higher flexible modes. To obtain a 20 mode (40 state) model, modes 
15 to 74 would need to be removed. 
Figure 6-1 shows a frequency response comparison between the 80 mode, 40 mode, 
and 20 mode models. The system includes the FCS (detailed in section 6.2.2), and is 
an open loop system with single input (foreplane hinge moment) and a single output 
(sensor I pitch rate). 
Bode Diagram 
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F igure 6-1. Comparison of Different Size Models 
At frequencies lower than about 40Hz there is very little difference between the 
models and up to I OOHz there is almost no difference between the 80 mode and 40 
mode models. Since, as was discussed in Chapter 2, the model is only accurate to 
about 20Hz, the model with 20 modes will provide enough data. 
6.2.2 FCS model 
The FCS model consists of a number of transfer functions which represent the flight 
control laws. 1t also contains the notch filters, and distribution paths linking the 
sensors, the control Jaws, and the actuator demand paths. 
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The 4 atrcraft model sensors are used to proVIde 3 mputs (p1tch rate, vertical 
acceleration, and angle of attack) Inputs are also prov1ded in the FCS model to allow 
the control surfaces to be stimulated (as m ground v1brat10n testmg) The output from 
the FCS 1s the demanded rotatwnal displacement for the 3 control surfaces These 
outputs are passed through models of the actuators 
Smce the model uses hmge moments as inputs, the output from the FCS needs to be 
compared With the actual control surface pos1t1on, before converswn mto a moment 
The actual surface pos1t1ons are obtained by augmenting the state space c matnx With 
a further 3 rows 
c(rows5-7)= [o] [1] [o] (6 10) 
Where the 1dent1ty matnx I starts m the column relating to the first control mode 
(column 75 in the 80 mode model) F1gure 6-2 shows the connectwns between the 
Atrcraft model and the FCS 
Hinge 
Moments 
.. 
-
Model 
St1mulat1on 
-- FCS 
Aircraft Sensor Signals 
Model 
-
Actual Control 
Surface Angles 
H1nge • Moment Actuator 
Equations Demanded Transfer 
Cordrol Funct1ons 
Surface Angles 
Figure 6-2. Aircraft Model and FCS 
The Matlab files for the model are mcluded m Appendix H 
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6.3 Kalman Filter 
The Kalman filter wh1ch wtll be used m conJunctiOn wtth the atrcraft model has been 
des1gned to est1mate the ngid mode output usmg 3 control surface moment inputs and 
the 4 a1rcraft model sensors The system model used m the Kalman filter 1s m1tJally 
1denttcal to that used m the a1rcraft model 
6 3 1 Uncertamty Parameters 
The R matnx prov1des the Kalman filter wtth mfonnatwn on the notse on each of the 
sensors It has been set up, with I row for each sensor, usmg the same value for each 
sensor as was used on the beam modeL Smce there are 4 sensors and 1t has been 
assumed that the notse on each sensor 1s 1dent1cal, usmg the same notse levels as used 
on the beam model (not se power= lxl 0"9) the R matrix used IS 
10xl0"7 0 0 0 
R= 0 
10xl0"7 0 0 (6 11) 
0 0 l 0 X 10"7 0 
0 0 0 1 0 X 10"7 
The Q matr1x, wh1ch prov1des the Kalman filter wtth mfonnatwn about the accuracy 
of each of the states m the model, has as many rows as there are states m the Kalman 
filter It has been developed from the covanance of the states m the Kalman filter, 
calculated from the closed loop response of the states m the Kalman filter to a umty 
sine wave mput apphed to the FCS mput (shown as STK m the model d1agrams) to 
the system For the 20 mode model ( 40 states) the diagonal tenns of the Q matrix are 
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1 0129e+O 1 0520e+3 
8 9829e-4 9 3263e-l 
2 7100e-5 2.8317e-2 
5 1050e-4 5 2792e-l 
6 5733e-3 6 8034e+O 
1 5550e-5 1 708le-2 
1 879le-5 1 9837e-2 
5 6536e-5 6 1279e-2 
9 2266e-5 9 5969e-2 
rows 1-20 6.3356e-3 rows21-40 
6 626le+O 
2 8510e-4 30332e-l 
7 2006e-5 7.5385e-2 
4 3713e-7 4 5622e-4 
2 0538e-6 2 1244e-3 
8 8506e-l 9 1668e+2 
8 9112e-l 9 2356e+2 
4 5939e-l 4.7762e+2 
2 7968e-l 1 5549e+O (6.12) 
1 9504e-l 1 7984e+O 
2 3046e-4 2 l310e-l 
These parameters have been used to develop the Kalman gam matnx usmg the Matlab 
function Kalman The Kalman gam matnx IS mcluded m Appendix H 
6.4 Comparison of Filters 
The Kalman filter developed in the prevwus sectmn needs to be added to the system 
before a companson can be made between the notch filter and Kalman filter 
approaches Figure 6-3 shows a block d1agram of the system with the Kalman filter 
added 
lOO 
Model 
Sbmulat10n 
Hn-.ge Moments ~ Kalman FCS Sensors F1lter Estimated Rtgld 
~ Aircraft 
Mode Outpli 
Model 
-
Actual Control 
Surface Angles 
Hmge • ~ Moment Actuator 
Equabons Transfer 
Demanded Control Functions Surface Angles 
Figure 6-3. Aircraft System including Kalman Filter 
Aircraft Model 
r-
~ 
Control 
Surface 
Demands 
The notch filters, whtch are mcluded m the FCS, have been set up m the Stmulmk 
model m such a way that they can easily be excluded from the model, allowmg qmck 
comparisons between the models 
The model of the rurcraft system has been developed for frequency response analysts 
Smce tt mcludes a low frequency mstabthty, whtch would be corrected by the ptlot, it 
is not smted to ttme domain analysts For this reason, the approaches have only been 
compared in the frequency domam To allow the mode frequenctes and the effects on 
stabthty to be compared, both Bode dtagrruns (Ftgure 6-4) and Ntchols charts (Ftgure 
6-5) are shown The unfiltered system is mcluded (blue plot) to allow provide a full 
companson, and to allow evaluation of the Improvement that each filter provtdes 
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Aircraft Model 
Figure 6-4. Bode Diagram Comparison of Filters with Aircraft Model 
The Bode diagram shows that the notch fi lters (green plot) have attenuated the 
response across all of the flexible modes (from about 6Hz upwards). The notch fi lters 
have also added phase Jag across all of these frequencies. The Kalman fi lter has 
attenuated some of the flexible modes, although very little on the first (6Hz) mode. 
The diagram also shows that the Kalman filter has not added any additional phase Jag 
at low frequencies, and removes a significant amount at higher frequencies. 
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Figure 6-5. Nichols Chart Comparison of Filters with Aircraft Model 
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The Nichols chart shows that whilst the notch filter has attenuated the response, it has 
not quite achieved the goal of providing c learance of the exclusion regions. [t can 
also be seen that the Kalman filter provides almost no benefit at low frequencies, 
although at most other frequencies the Kalman filter provides a small amount of 
attenuation (not as much as the notch filters), and so provides clearance of the second 
and third exclusion regions. 
In order to see the effect of the filter on the stability margins, much closer inspection 
is required. Figure 6-6 shows the same responses, but zoomed in around the rigid and 
first flexible modes. 
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-360 
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Unfittered 
Nac h Fdle red 
Kalman Filtered 
-135 -90 
Figure 6-6. Comparison of Filters with Aircraft Model (Nichols Chart) 
The Nichols chart shown in Figure 6-6 concentrates on the area around the first 
stabi lity region (which is crucial in this model). Examination of the chart using 
Matlab shows the Phase Margins for the 3 plots to be: 
Phase Margin (deg) 
Unfiltered 45° 
Notch Filtered 41° 
Kalman Filtered 46° 
Table 6-1. Phase Margins of Different Filter Approache 
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These results show that the Kalman filter has Improved the phase marg10, not only 
compared to the notch filter, but also the unfiltered system The reasons for this were 
discussed 10 Chapter 4 
In order to Improve the response of the Kalman filter e1ther some mod1ficatwns are 
reqUired, or a notch filter would need addmg to the system to alter that mode 
6.5 Filter Improvements 
Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 showed that the Kalman filter m 1ts Imtial form does not 
sat1sfactonly reduce the structural couplmg problems 10 the a1rcraft model 
Exammatwn of Kalman filter frequency response 10 the Bode d1agram (Figure 6-4) 
mdicates that 1t IS not filtenng out the flexible modes as well as it did for the beam 
model 
The beam model was developed With no couphng between the rigid and fleXIble 
modes, and when the system and filter models were identical, the Kalman filter 
removed the flexible mode data entirely The rurcraft model mcludes some couphng 
between all of the modes (ng1d and flex1ble) Th1s results m a more accurate model, 
but means that even with the output from the Kalman filter flex1ble mode states set to 
zero, there Will still be some mfluence from the flexible modes Th1s sectiOn looks at 
reducmg th1s effect 
From equatiOns (6 1) to (6 6), the Inert1a matnx (A) mfluences both the a and b 
matrices m state space form Tins matnx would then be a sensible chmce for where 
to start lookmg at reducmg the effects of the couphng between ngid and fleXIble 
modes 
The A matnx IS broken down mto 3 mam regions (flexible modes, control modes, and 
rigid modes), With couphng between each region 
[
fjzwble] 
A= [f -c] 
[f -r] 
[c- !] 
[control] 
[e-r] 
(6 13) 
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EquatiOn (6 13) shows these regions The couphng between the control modes and 
the other modes (marked [f-c] and [e-r] above) are very Important to the operatiOn of 
the model, so Will not be touched The coupling between the rigid and fleXIble modes 
Is less Important, and remoVIng tlus IS less hkely to have an effect 
[[flex~ble] A= [r-e] [o] [c- J] [control] [e-r] (6 14) 
In equatwn ( 6 14 ), the regions marked [ f-r] have been set to zero This new matnx 
can then be used to make a new state space model for the Kalman filter (the system 
model remams unchanged), and update the Kalman filter matnces 
6 5.1 Kalman Filter 
Usmg the model altered m the previous sectiOn, the Q matnx and the Kalman filter 
gain matnx (K) need to be updated (This IS included m Appendix H) The diagonal 
terms of the Q matnx become. 
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2 1516e-2 8 8731e-1 
2 6282e-5 l.l229e-3 
7 2384e-6 2.9216e-4 
1.7928e-4 7 1650e-3 
2 0517e-3 8 2009e-2 
7 5877e-6 2 9272e-4 
4 8722e-6 1 9592e-4 
6 2936e-6 2 6359e-4 
2 5238e-6 1 1737e-4 
7.1161e-4 29164e-2 
3 8875e-5 1 5996e-3 
rows 1-23 2 3150e-5 rows 24-46 9 3367e-4 
1 3385e-7 5 8142e-6 
4 2648e-7 25315e-5 
1 8820e-1 7 5430e+O 
1 7713e-1 7 10lle+O 
80749e-2 3 2354e+O 
3.1891e+1 1.9448e+ 1 
2 2012e+ 1 2 2910e+O (6 15) 
2 8729e-3 10621e-1 
3 1891e+1 1 9462e+ 1 
2.2012e+ 1 2 2478e+O 
2 8729e-3 1 0276e-1 
6 5 2 Frequency response 
U!Ihsmg the frequency responses the modified Kalman filter can be compared to the 
unfiltered system, and the onginal Kalman filter. Figure 6-7 the frequency response 
of the modified filter, whilst Figure 6-8 shows the same chart, focused around the first 
exclusiOn regiOn 
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Figure 6-8. Frequency Response of Modified Kalman Filter (Nichols Chart) 
Figure 6-7 shows that the modified Kalman filter (red plot) has attenuated many of the 
magnitude spikes associated with the flexible modes, and below 40Hz, the magnitude 
is lower than both the original Kalman filter (green) and the unfillered system (blue). 
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From Figure 6-8, the phase margm or the modified system (usmg Matlab) can be 
calculated to be 45°, the modifications have not reduced the phase margm of the 
system below the unfiltered level It can also be seen that the first mode has been 
attenuated to such an extent that the response does not encroach into the excluston 
region 
6.6 Summary 
This chapter has apphed the Ideas developed on basic models to a htghly complicated 
model of an rurcraft system The aircraft model used IS similar to that used as part of 
the design process for the development of the notch filter solutiOn used at present 
When apphed to the system using an Identical model, the Kalman filter shows some 
promise, and reduces the effect of a number of the structl!ral modes, although It does 
not proVIde a complete solutiOn on tts own, leavmg the first flexible mode untouched 
A modtfied Kalman filter, which has had some of the couphng between flextble and 
ngtd modes removed, provtdes a much unproved solution, which clears the exclusion 
regtons 
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7 Conclusions 
Thts thests has proposed usmg a Kalman filter to estimate an atrcraft' s ngtd body 
mode as an alternative to an array of notch filters to overcome the effects of structural 
couphng It has been suggested that tlus approach would reduce the undestrable 
phase Jag added by the notch filters. 
The approach has been apphed to three models of mcreasmg complexity, and 
compansons have been made between the proposed Kalman filter solutiOn, and the 
traditional notch filter solution 
The first model used a combmat10n of two different masses, connected by a spnng 
and damper in parallel, to produce a model with a single flextble mode This model 
has been used to demonstrate the pnnciple of the proposed solution Imtial results 
showed that, whilst the Kalman filter did not sigmficantly alter the magnttude of the 
flexible mode, It did significantly alter the phase of the mode, and as a result 
overcame the structural couphng concern When the performance of the filter was 
assessed With errors in the system (which the filter was unaware of), the Kalman filter 
approach showed better tolerance to the changes than the notch filter approach 
ModificatiOns to the Kalman filter Improved this further. 
The second model provided two flexible modes by usmg a model of an alummmm 
beam To provide a ngid control mode, which was representative of an aucraft pitch 
control loop, two sets of spnng and damper connected m senes were mounted 
between the beam and a fixed point Imttal results showed that the Kalman filter 
could remove the effects of the flextble modes and estimate the ngtd mode of the 
beam 
With the addition of a simple filter, the model of the beam provided a good 
representatiOn of the ngid frequency response of an aircraft Tlus was used to provide 
a better comparison between the approaches The effects of altenng the flextble mode 
frequencies by ±7 5% was exammed, and tlus showed that both approaches to the 
problem obtamed similar performance, although the Kalman filter approach produced 
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a greater phase margin Ne1ther filter perfonned espec1ally well when the fleXIble 
modes were 7 5% greater than expected 
Modlficatwns to the Kalman filter were discussed, and the perfonnance was 
compared This produced a filter wh1ch was more tolerant to both positiVe and 
negative changes m the mode frequencies The effects of unmodelled disturbances 
were also exammed, to ensure that the filter did not alter the control charactenstlcs of 
the system 
The beam model has been developed mto an expenmental ng, which wlll be used to 
vahdate the techniques developed over the course of tlus research, although to date, 
only validatiOn ofthe model has been achieved 
The final stage discussed has used a model of an aircraft (developed m conJunction 
With BAE Systems) to compare the Kalman filter approach to a h1ghly representative 
system and notch filter solutiOn 
In order to ach1eve a satisfactory response from the Kalman filter, the method used m 
the prev1ous stages needed to be adapted to take mto account the effects of couplmg 
between the ngid and fleXIble modes The 1mtlal Kalman filter d1d not affect the first 
fleXIble mode, this was corrected by the mod1ficatwns After mod1ficatwns, the 
Kalman filter approach prov1ded a response wh1ch kept clear of the exclusiOn regions 
The results discussed have demonstrated the potent1al for the Kalman filter to be used 
as a replacement for notch filters A particularly valuable feature 1s that 1t potentially 
provides a ngorous model-based approach for structural couphng, whereas the current 
notch filter approach requires an extremely high level of expenence and msight from 
the des1gner 
7.1 Future Work 
Before tlus technique could be Implemented on an a1rcraft further study IS requued 
Some of the questions wh1ch need to be answered mclude· 
a) Does the expenmental ng validate the beam model results? 
b) What is the effect of mode frequency changes on a1rcraft model? 
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c) How many flex1ble modes need to be modelled m order to proVide a 
satisfactory response? 
d) What process should be used to des1gn the Kalman filter and how can 1t be 
proved for fl1ght clearance? 
e) How should the Kalman filter be implemented m an aircraft environment? 
A three year research proJeCt m conJunCtiOn WJth BAE Systems has begun wh1ch will 
look at these questions, and further develop the Kalman filter approach towards an 
a1rcraft implementation 
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KALMAN FILTERS FOR REDUCING THE EFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL COUPLING 
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ABSTRACT 
For modern combat mrcraft the d1sturbance to the 
mertwl measurement Signals by components caused by 
the jlexlblilly of the mrjrame IS problematiC Cu"ent 
solutwns use a >enes of notch filters to remove these 
troublesome components, but th1s mtroduces pha>e 
delay mto the scifety crl/1Cal j11ght control loop Tins 
paper presents some prellmmary results from a 
research pro;ect mvesllgatmg the use of Kalman F1llers 
to reduce the effects of structural couplmg 
1. STRUCTURAL COUPLING PROBLEM 
One of the maJor concerns of the des1gners of fl1ght 
control systems (FCS) is the interactiOn between the 
aircraft dynam1cs (both rigid and fleXIble) and the FCS 
itself[l]-[4] 
Aero Elastic 
Unsteady 
Aerodynamics 
Structural 
Dynam1cs 
Aero Servo Elastic 
Servo Elasbc 
FCS 
Dynamics 
\ '-------' Aero Servo Dynam1c '------'/ 
Figure 1 Aircraft Interactions 
These 10teract1ons are termed Structural Couphng (more 
commonly known as Aero-Servo-Elast1c1ty ASE in the 
USA) These 10teract1ons need to be exam10ed, and 
where necessary filtered to hm1t the feedback of s1gnals 
(from flex1ble modes) winch can cause tnstabl11ty and 
whtch could have safety 1mphcat1ons for the a1rcraft 
F1gure I shows these (and other) mteractJons 
The current solutton to th1s problem IS to 10clude a 
number of notch filters 10 the control loop (Figure 2) 
These remove the flex1ble mode frequenCies, but at the 
cost of 10troducing undeSlfable phase Jag mto the 
system As a~rcraft systems become mcreas10gly 
complex, so the structural coupl10g 10teract10ns also 
become more comphcated This m turn reqmres a 
solut1on that is hkely to compnse a larger number of 
A-1 
filters to solve the problem The task IS made more 
d!llicult by the stab1hty margms for the safety of the 
alfcraft, forCing a trade off between deSlfed attenuahon 
and reqmred max1mum permiSSible phase Jag 
Flextble Atrcraft 
r.J Actuator f+ ~d H lnerual r Sensors 
Flight Control 
-
~chF1~ers 
System IV 
Figure 2 Fhght Control Loop 
2. TIIE NOTCH FILTER SOLUTION 
The notch filters prov1de attenuation at the flex1ble body 
frequenc1es, thereby rernovmg the mteractwn between 
the FCS and the a!fcraft's flex1ble modes However, the 
filter adds phase lag at low frequencies which has a 
destab1hsmg effect for the mam control loop The 
design of the notch filter solui!On IS a comphcated and 
t1me-consum10g task 
The designer reqmres knowledge of the frequency 
response of the a!fcraft for the var10us configuratiOns 10 
winch 1t can be flown These responses need to cover 
all the poss1ble modal frequenc1es, they can then be 
combmed together to proVIde an overall response from 
winch the notch filter solutiOn can be developed 
The des1gn of the solutiOn 1s an 1terat1ve process, 
des1gn10g a filter for each modal frequency 10 turn 10 
order to reduce the response gam to the reqmred level 
Th1s process mvolves a trade off between the level of 
attenuai!On ach1eved by the filters, and the ng1d a1rcraft 
stabll1ty marg10s Th1s can result 10 the redes1gn of the 
solut1on a number of umes to ach1eve the opt1mal 
solUtiOn 
The notch filters used 10 tins study have been 
1mplernented usmg the follow10g form 
2 2 
F(s)= s +m 
s2 +sm( +m2 
Where m is the notch frequency (in rad/s), and ( 1s the 
darnp10g rat10 
3. THE KALMAN FILTER 
The Kalman Filter 1s a model based est1mat1on 
algonthm, wtth d1fferent formulatiOns enabhng the 
esttmat10n of past, present and even future states It IS 
implemented usmg a set of recurs1ve mathematical 
equa!lOns, but these are not repeated here smce Kalman 
filtenng 1s well documented in the hterature [5] 
The filter estimates the state vector of a system usmg a 
form of feedback control At each IteratiOn the filter 
esttmates the system states and then obtams corrective 
feedback in the form of measurements, which are 
corrupted by measurement noise 
Sensor Nots 
System 
Sensors 
Kalman Ftlter (System+ Sensor Model) 
Kalman 
Gam 
State Esbmate 
Figure 3 Kalman Filter Block Diagram 
The a1m of this work is to replace the notch filters 
shown m Figure 2, with a Kalman filter based solutiOn-
refer to Figure 4 The measurements avrulable to the 
filter wdl typically be from mert1al sensors such as 
accelerometers and rate gyros These measurements 
contrun both rigid body mformat10n giVmg the gross 
movement of the rurfrarne (winch IS what the FCS IS 
controlling) and the effects of the flexible body The 
filter uses these measurements combmed w1th a 
mathematlcal model of the aircraft to proVIde estimates 
of the ng1d body aircraft motiOn as well as estimates of 
the flexible body motions 
The ng1d body mformat10n IS reqUired by the Fhght 
Control System (FCS) The flexible body mformat10n 
may prove useful to other systems, for example a Health 
Usage Momtonng System (HUMS) 
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Flight Control Kalman F1lter Data System 
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Figure 4 Kalman Filter Implementation 
4. TWO MASS MODEL ANALYSIS 
The purpose of tlus stage of work was to develop a 
solution to the problem on a Simple model, and then 
carry out a companson between the ex1stmg notch filter 
approach and the model based esttmator solutiOn 
The model used consists of a large mass (representmg 
the ng1d body) and a small mass (to provide a flexible 
mode) connected together by a spnng and damper 
There IS a pos1tton sensor on the smaller mass, and an 
actuator, which IS connected between the large mass and 
ground, can be used to provide feedback control of the 
positiOn of the larger mass- see Figure 5 
Note that, although th1s IS not directly representative of 
the FCS problem, 1t IS nevertheless typical of a real 
problem Resilience m an actuator can cause a similar 
flexibihty effect, in particular this IS encountered with 
hydrauhc actuators 
Mass Posrtton Sensor 
M2 
Spnng/Damper 
Mass M1 
Controller C(s) 
Figure 5- Two Mass Model 
The model parameters have been chosen to provide a 
frequency representatiOn of the first flexible mode of an 
aircraft The controller used m this model has 
deliberately been designed badly, to destabd1se the 
system, so reqmnng the ImplementatiOn of filtenng 
Th1s will allow a companson of how the different 
techniques are affected by errors m the model 
parameters that are expected 
In this model the notch frequency has been set at 
5 51Hz (34 6 radls - the frequency of the small 
masslspnng combmat10n representmg the flexible mode 
frequency) and the damping ratio has been set to the 
smallest value whereby the system could be stabilised 
For this model, a Kalman-Bucy filter ImplementatiOn 
has been used The Kalman filter algonthm IS not 
descnbed m tins paper as 1! IS widely documented m the 
pubhc domam 
Two mputs are supplied to the filter 
Controller output signal 
Sensor output signal 
The filter has a smgle output 
Esl!mated position of the large mass 
The measurement nOise covanance matnx (R) has been 
set to match the covanance of the measurement nOise 
The process nOise uncertamty matnx (Q) has been tuned 
to provide the desired performance In tins model, a 
steady state Kalman gain matnx has been used 
Simulation Results 
Figure 6 shows a companson of open-loop N1chols plots 
for both the Kalman Filter based system and for the 
notch filter based system The m put IS the demand to the 
actuator and the output IS the signal from the position 
sensor The Kalman filter response clearly shows the 
effect of using a feedback signal from the position of the 
pnnc1pal mass (via estimatiOn) The notch filter 
response shows the large phase tag mtroduced at higher 
frequencies, which IS a consequence of filtenng 
measurements from the secondary mass These are 
preiimmary results and It IS anticipated that by takmg a 
from U.ll 
Figure 6- N1chols plot for Kalman Filter and 
Notch Filter based system 
hnear combination of state estimates that 11 should be 
possible to mtroduce some phase lead at around I OHz 
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for the Kalman filter solution, thereby 1mprovmg the 
phase margm 
As Figure 7 shows the Kalman filter output has a much 
more accurate estimation of the poSition of the large 
F1ter Elra" 
012-~-~~-,..'--"--~r==;~~:=il 
I I Notch Filer 
01 - KalmanFilter 
008 
000 
:§:004 
Jo02 
0 
::l 
0 3 e a 9 10 
Figure 7- Two Mass Model Results 
If the differences between phase tag for the notch filter 
and the Kalman filter are compared, 11 can be seen that 
agam the Kalman filter proVIdes an Improvement 
OHfz llfz IS!fz 21fz 2Sifz 31fz 
N""' 0126 0 l9S 0 276 0 380 0610 1054 
""""" 
-()002 0007 0"" -0027 ..(}031 0028 
Table l Phase tag shown m degrees 
One of the other Important Issues of mterest IS the 
robustness of the filtenng techmque to errors m the 
model In this work, the error robustness has been 
assessed by altenng the size of the smaller mass from 
half to tWice the Size that the Kalman filter (or notch 
filter) IS expectmg The peak error (between filter 
output and actual large mass positiOn) IS shown below 
for each filter 
Peak Error 
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Figure 8- Two Mass Model Robustness Results 
As can be seen, the Kalman filter provides a lower 
estimation error across the maJonty of the specified 
range It does however become unstable when the small 
mass IS less than 70% of the expected size ThiS loss of 
stab1hty can be Improved by tunmg the Q matnx 
5. FLEXffiLE BEAM ANALYSIS 
A beam has been used as a next stage towards a more 
representative arrcraft model The beam model conststs 
of both ngtd body and flextble body modes, enabhng 
the effects of the flextble modes on the measurements 
used by the control system to be assessed 
The method used here to model the flextbthty ts based 
on Bernoulh-Euler theory, and thts ts descnbed m detrul 
m [6] 
For small deflecttons (v) of the beam, the motton 
perpendicular to the Jongttudmal axts (x) of the 
undeflected beam ts descnbed by the closed form of the 
Bernoulli-Euler equa!ton 
a•v 
-=0 
8x 4 
The solutiOn ts non-trivtal but can be convemently 
expressed in the followmg form, 
v=ax~~ Fe''"' 
where a,. ts called the receptance between a pomt of 
apphcation of the force at a diStance x along the beam, 
and h the point of measurement 
_ f-<l>.(x)<l>.(h) 
axh - £.... 2 2 
•• , M(w. -w ) 
The charactensttc functton <I>, (x) represents the effect of 
a force apphed at a pomt x along the beam of length I, 
and <I>, (h) represents the measurement of the effect of 
that force at a pmnt h along the beam, both for the nth 
mode or frequency 
The receptance model for each flextble mode can be 
transformed mto a state space representatiOn as follows 
Definmg a generahsed co-ordmate q, for the nth mode 
.. F<I>() 2 2 . q =M • x -q. w .- ;q.w. 
y (h) =q .(t) <l>. (h) 
In addttton, thiS can be wntten m state space form as 
[q·] [ 0 I ][q·] [<PO()] . = 2 + _._x_ F q, -w, -2~m, q, M 
The output or measurement equa!ton IS defined as 
Where z, IS beam deflection at the measurement pomt 
due to the nth flextble mode 
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It IS straightforward to mclude extra mput terms to 
allow for moments excttmg the beam's flextble modes, 
and also to mclude extra output terms whtch enable the 
slope of the beam to be calculated at a gtven 
measurement pomt 
Kalman Filter Formulation 
In the first stage, the three IMUs are spaced out along a 
simple beam The beam has been constratned to have 
only two degrees of freedom, one rotattonal and one 
translatiOnal In addttton to thiS, Simple sensor models 
have been used, although the fidehty of the sensor 
models and the beam model Itself wtll be increased as 
the study progresses Figure 9 shows a representa!ton of 
the Simple beam model 
R1g1d Bod 
Data Kalman Filter 
Flexible 
Body Data (beam model) 
Figure 9 Beam Model 
A diScrete state-space representatiOn of the beam that 
can be used m the Kalman filter IS 
X I 0 0 0 0 X w, 
y 0 I 0 0 0 y Wy 
oB = 0 0 0 0 oB + w 60 
B 0 0 0 I T B WO 
B k+l 0 0 0 0 B k we 
The states have been chosen to be the acceleration 
perpendicular (x-axiS) to the beam's longttudmal axiS 
(y-axiS}, the acceleration along the y-axts (not used m 
the results reported here), the mcremental change m the 
rotatiOn angle, the rotational rate and the rotational 
acceleration Associated wtth each state ts some process 
uncertamty and thts IS represented by the mclus10n of 
white GausSian noiSe m the state space model 
The measurements are from the three accelerometers 
and three gyros dtstnbuted along the beam (and 
associated wtth each sensor IS measurement nOise) 
a, I 0 0 0 h, V a! 
.X' 
a, I 0 0 0 h, j! V a2 
a, I 0 0 0 h, V a3 
= oe + 
g, 0 0 0 I 0 V gl e g, 0 0 0 I 0 (j V g2 
g, 0 0 0 I 0 k V g3 k 
Where hi, h2 and h3 are the respective distances of the 
three IMUs from the beam's centre of graYity 
The above equatiOns can be re-expressed as 
r [A']' r x 1 • 1 = x, +w 
y'=[C]x;+v 
where the superscnpt r denotes ngtd body dynamtcs, w 
the process uncertamty and v the measurement not se If 
the structural coupling problem ts to be dealt wtth by the 
Kalman filter then the fleXJble body modes need to be 
modelled and mcluded The flextble mode model 
descnbed previously needs to be transformed to a 
dtscrete state space representatiOn and then It can be 
appended to the model defined above 
The flextble dynamtcs modelts defined by 
x{.1 =[AI ]x{ +[B1 ju +wf 
yf =[cfjx{ +[Dfju 
The mputs to the flextble dynamtcs are forces and 
moments (or hnear and rotational accelerattons) actmg 
on the beam, and these are estimated by the Kalman 
filter, 1 e 
X 
[;]. =[~ 0 0 0 ~] y oB 0 0 0 
B 
B k 
thts can be re-expressed as 
u = [ C' ]x; 
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The combined state space modelts then 
Clearly, the number of flextble modes mcluded m the 
model determmes the total number of states m the above 
equations How many modes are to be mcluded can only 
be answered by the use of more complex and 
representative models 
Simulation Results 
A rotary actuator IS used to control the rotatiOnal 
veloctty of the beam The rationale for thts ts to mtmtc a 
pttch control loop wtthln an aircraft's fltght control 
system Outputs from the notch filter or from the 
Kalman filter are fed through a controller which 
generates an actuator demand stgnal 
Ftgure I 0 shows the open loop frequency response for 
the beam model, wtth the Notch filter (dashed) and 
Kalman filter (sohd) The mput IS the demanded 
angular beam rate, and the output IS the system feedback 
stgnal (angular rate) 
NlciDisCharts 
Open Loop Phase {deg) 
Figure 10 Beam model frequency response 
As can be seen from the Ntchols plot, usmg the Kalman 
filter has mcreased the phase margm (by about I Odeg) 
and wtth the Kalman filter the gam margm becomes 
infimte 
Ftgure 11 shows the esttmatton error (error between 
sensor readmg and filter output) Both approaches result 
m a s1mtlar level of estimatiOn error, the Kalman filter 
proYidmg margmally lower levels tranStently 
F 1gure 12 shows the estimated angular rate generated by 
the notch filter and by the Kalman filter Clearly the 
Kalman filter has removed the effects of the flexible 
modes from the control loop The notch filter reduces 
the effects of the flexible modes, but does not manage to 
ehmmate them entirely 
5 15 
Time (s) 
Figure 11 Beam model estimation errors 
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Figure l2 Beam model feedback signals 
6. CONCLUSION 
1-.\:ltch Fifter 
KalmanR~_J 
20 
Imt1al Indications are that a Kalman Filter based 
approach can be used to estimate flexible modes, 
without introducmg sigruficantly worse levels of phase 
lag at low frequencies than a notch filter 
Currently a more complex model which represents the 
rurcrafl structural problem more closely IS bemg 
developed m conjunctiOn which Bntish Aerospace 
Mlhtary Aircraft and Aerostructures Futiue research 
mvolves a practical ng-testmg phase, which wdl aim to 
vahdate the algonthms developed m the SimulatiOn 
analyses 
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Abstract Structural couphng is the dtsturbance to the aJTcraft's merllal sensors caused by 
the flextbthty m the alfframe, and ts parttcularly problemallc for modern combat aJTcraft 
The current solutton uses a series of notch filters to remove the structural frequenctes, but 
these mtroduce significant phase delays into the control loop Tills paper presents some 
experimental and theorellcal results from a flextble beam, and the use ofKalman filters to 
reduce the effects of structural couplmg Thts work ts part of an ongomg project m 
conjunctton wtth BAE Systems Copynght © 2002 IFAC 
Keywords Struclllfal Couplmg, Aerospace, Fhght Contra~ and Kalman Fdtenng 
IN1RODUCTION 
Structural Couplmg ts a phenomena caused by 
mteract10ns between the Fhght Control System (FCS) 
of an aJTcraft, and the structural dynamtcs and 
aerodynamtcs of tts alfframe Structural coupling can 
cause htgh frequency osctllat10ns of the control 
surfaces due to propagation of stgnals (merllal 
sensors) caused by the flextbthty of the aJTframe, 
through the IMU and the fltght control laws 
lnstabthty of thts feedback loop could result m 
degradatton of the structure though fattgue, and/or 
degradatton of the performance of the FCS through 
saturatiOn of the control surface actuators Both of 
these effects have senous safety tmphcattons for the 
a1rcraft 
2 STABILITY MARGIN LIMITS 
Prevention or hmttatiOn of structural couphng ts an 
integral part of the design of the FCS Frequency 
domam methods based upon the Nyqmst stabthty 
cnterion m conjunctton wtth Bode and Ntchols charts 
are commonly used m the destgn process 
System destgn stabthty and clearance requtrements 
are given m the form of gam and phase margms, and 
exclusiOn reg10ns on the Ntchols chart (Caldwell 
B -1 
1996) These regtons follow the 5dB !me on the 
closed loop Ntchols chart axes Around the -180° 
OdB pomt, thts hmtt ts bounded by +35°, -90°, and-
6dB Around the -540° OdB pomt, tt 1s bounded by 
±90° These two regtons are shown m F1gure I 
It IS the objeCtive of the FCS des1gner to ensure that 
the frequency response of the open loop control 
system does not encroach on these exclus1on reg10ns 
under all expected f!tght cond1t10ns 
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F1gure I Stab1hty Margm ExclusiOn Reg1ons 
3 CURRENT TECHNIQUES 
At present, notch filters are used to attenuate the 
effects of structural couphng The fllters are placed m 
the control system feedback paths, and provtde the 
FCS wtth a stgnal where the components of the 
feedback caused by the flextbtltty of the airfrarne 
have been attenuated, m the sensor output paths, 
reducmg the structural frequency components m the 
sensor stgnals to the control loop, m the actuator 
demand paths, mtntmiSing the forward propagatton of 
the htgh frequency stgnals Ftgure 2 shows the 
placement of these filters 
Whilst the filters can achteve the destred goal of 
rnmtrnizmg the structural couphng effects, they 
mtroduce phase Jag into the control system at low 
frequenctes The summatiOn of the phase Jag from all 
the filters can lead to stgmficant total delay, whtch 
may tmpmge upon the stabthty margms of the control 
loop, whtch must be mamtained, or effecttvely reduce 
the bandwtdth of the actuators, comprorntsing the 
FCS performance 
In general the notch filter solutiOn arnved at wtll be 
umque to a specific atrcraft The destgn reqmres data 
from atrcraft models and also from ground and fltght 
testmg In addttton the mode frequenctes can 
typtcally vary stgntficantly, accordmg to the rurcraft 
configuralton, a factor whtch also needs to be taken 
mto account 
In recent years, wtth the development of more 
sophisttcated and aerodynamtcally unstable atrcraft, 
so the complextty of the notch filter solutton has 
mcreased The Jaguar and Tornado atrcraft both 
required I notch filter on each feedback axts In 
companson to these two atrcraft, the EAP 
(Expenmental Aircraft Programme) rurcraft reqmred 
7 notch filters on the pitch axts alone 
The destgn is an tterattve process, mvolvmg a trade 
off between the destred filter attenuatton and the 
phase lag mtroduced by the filters This process can 
become very ttme consummg, and any alterattons to 
the aircraft spectficatton can result m the need to 
redesign the whole system of filters 
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4 PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 
As an alternattve to the use of notch fllters, tt ts 
proposed that a model-based approach could be used 
The Kalman filter provtdes a state esttmate based 
upon a combmatton of mformatton from system 
mputs and outputs, and a model of the system 
(Kalman 1960) 
A modem FCS may provtde command and/or stabthty 
augmentatton functions based on measurements of the 
aircraft motiOn The measurements avatlable to the 
FCS (generally accelerometers and angular rate 
gyroscopes) contam both ngtd and flextble modes 
The Kalman filter can use thts mformattOn combmed 
wtth a model of the rurcraft to provtde an esttmate of 
the ngtd motiOn of the atrcraft, free from the 
corruptwn of the flextble modes Ftgure 3 shows thts 
arrangement 
Thts approach has a number of potenttal benefits 
These mclude 
a) Reduced Phase Lag 
b) Stmpler destgn process 
c) Greater robustness to configuratton 
changes 
These are explamed m more detrul below 
4 1 Phase Lag Reductwn 
Smce the Kalrnan filter approach uses informatton 
from the mputs as well as the outputs from the 
system, prehmmary theorettcal analysts and computer 
stmulatwns have shown that thts adds less phase lag 
mto the system than a comparable notch filter destgn 
4 2 Simpler Design Process 
The Kalman filter uses a mathemattcal model of the 
arrcraft m order to generate the esttmate Thts model 
ts part of the process that is used to destgn the notch 
filters 
Smce the mathemattcal equattons ofthe Kalman filter 
remrun unchanged from system to system, only the 
B -2 
system parameters change The process to destgn the 
filter wtll therefore be much Simpler, since tl would 
mvolve developmg the model of the aircraft and 
msertmg thts mto the filter, as opposed to developmg 
the model, and then deSignmg the filters to 
accommodate the model 
Stmphctty largely anses out of mcreased robustness, 
fewer deSign cases are reqmred It also extends to the 
deSign of the control laws, smce a reductiOn m the 
phase lag mtroduced by the filters leads to eaSier 
clearance 
4 3 Conjiguratwn Change Flexzbzbty 
The notch filters are fixed m the atrcraft, and so need 
to be deSigned to cover all posstble changes m 
frequency dependent upon the current atrcraft 
configuration The Kalman filter approach could be 
used m two ways to overcome thts need for 
flextbthty 
Ftrst the model in the Kalman filter could eaSily be 
updated at the start of each fltght Alternattvely, the 
uncertamty parameters in the Kalman filter can be 
adJusted to proVJde greater robustness to these 
changes 
5 REPRESENTATIVEMODEL 
Previously published work (Pearson, et al , 2000) 
exammed the posstbthttes of usmg the proposed 
solution on a Simple model wtth a smgle flextble 
mode - thts showed that the concept could be used 
with success 
This work has been extended to a more complicated 
model, which provtdes a better representation of an 
atrcraft In addttton the model has been deSigned on a 
scale that allows expenmental validatiOn of the work 
through the use of a test ng wtth Similar parameters 
(Section 6) 
The beam model IS based upon Benoulh-Euler theory 
(Btshop and Johnson, 1960) ThiS allows an 
unhmtted number of flex1ble modes to be developed, 
though only two flextble modes have been modelled 
m thiS work 
The beam ts provtded wtth a patr of spnng I damper 
mechamsms offenng ngtd 'pttch' and 'heave' modes 
The gyroscope, controller and actuator configuration 
provtde closed loop pttch rate control which emulates 
the aerodynamiCS effects that apply to atrcraft control 
m the longttudmal axiS The flextbthty of the beam 
mtroduces flextble mode components mto the sensor 
feedback Signal, and provides the potential for 
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Ftgure 4 Beam Model 
structural couphng The arrangement of thiS model IS 
shown m Ftgure 4 
The dtmensiOns of the beam and the values of the 
spnngs and dampers have been selected to provtde 
ngtd and flextble mode frequencies that are 
representative of those found on an atrcraft These 
are shown m Table I 
Table I Beam Mode Frequencies 
Rtgtd 
I" Flextble 
2"" Flextble 
5 1 Fzlter Deszgn 
Frequency 
309Hz 
544Hz 
15 O!Hz 
Dampmg 
474% 
08% 
08% 
As can be seen from Ftgure 5, wh1lst the first stabthty 
margms of the beam response are adequate, the 
effects of the flextble modes cause the frequency 
response of the beam model to encroach mto the 
exclusiOn regiOns In fact there ts mstabthty due to the 
response at around 15Hz, because the gam at 540° IS 
close to umty 
In order to sattsfy the restncttons Imposed by the 
excluSion regiOns, some filtenng is reqmred to 
attenuate the effects of the flextble modes 
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Ftgure 5 Unfiltered Response 
The traditiOnal notch filter approach reqmres two 
filters to be added mto the system Table 2 shows the 
parameters chosen for these filters 
Filter I 
Filter 2 
Table 2 Notch Fllter Parameters 
Notch 
Frequency 
544Hz 
15OHz 
Numerator 
Dampmg 
35% 
24% 
Denornmator 
Dampmg 
353% 
256% 
These filters alter the frequency response of the 
system to that shown in F1gure 6 
The filters have Improved the response, however th1s 
IS at the cost of addttional phase lag to the system, 
leadmg to degradatton of stabthty margm in the 
'ng1d' frequency regton and encroachment mto the 
excluston regiOn 
The altemattve approach uses a contmuous Kalman-
Bucy filter mstead of the notch filters Thts uses the 
same baste model of the beam, although the output 
from the filter uses only the ngtd states of the model 
The parameters of the Kalman filter have been 
developed from the vanance of the system states (m 
response to a step m put), and the vanance of the 
sensor notse 
The frequency response of the system mcludmg the 
Kalman filter ts shown in Ftgure 7 
The Kalman filter has removed the effects of the 
flextble modes from the system, and remaiDs clear of 
the excluston regton Thts represents an tdeal 
solutton, siDce the Kalman filter and the plant have 
identtcal models 
5 2 Effects of Errors m Model 
As dtscussed m Sect1on 3, the filter des1gn process ID 
an a1rcraft system has to account for some vanation ID 
the frequenctes over which the filters are effective 
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F1gure 7 Kalman Fllter Response 
The notch filter parameters gtven m Table 2 were 
chosen to take thts IDto account, m parttcular the 
relattvely htgh denominator darnpmg that broadens 
the range of attenuated frequenctes, but also of course 
mcreases the phase lag at lower frequencies 
In order to compare the effeciJveness of the filters 
when the flex1ble frequencies change, the sttffness of 
the beam has been vaned by ±15%, wh1ch results ID a 
frequency vanat10n of±7 5% 
For both filter types, the filters remam unchanged, 
expectmg no errors ID the model 
Ftgure 8 shows the frequency response for the notch-
filtered system at the two extremes and also the 
nommal system 
The notch filter ts effecttve except for large pos1t1ve 
errors, when there ts further encroachment mto the 
first exclusiOn regiOn 
Figure 9 shows the response of the Kalman filter to 
the same range of frequency vanatton 
Although the flextble modes can be seen when there 
are errors m the mode~ the Kalman filter successfully 
manages to keep the frequency responses outstde the 
exclusiOn regiOns 
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Figure 9 Kalman Filter Error Response 
6. EXPERIMENTAL RIG 
The beam model was developed with the intention of 
producing an experimental rig, which will allow the 
resu lts obtained through modelling to be validated in 
a practical environment. 
The rig has been designed to operate in the horizontal 
plane, which isolates the flexible modes from the 
effects of gravity. The beam is suspended on long 
wires, which allow it freedom of movement. Figure 
I 0 shows a representation of the rig, and Figure 11 
shows a photograph of the implementation. 
Since the beam is very lightweight, friction in the 
system is a key consideration; both the actuator and 
the dampers have been selected to minimize friction . 
The control input to the beam is provided from a 
linear electro magnetic actuator. The control system 
emulating the aircraft pitch loop uses the actuator 
(representing the control surfaces) to control the 
angular velocity of the beam about the vertical axis, 
measured with a solid state gyro 
Figure 10. Drawing of Experimental Rig 
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The dampers are also based upon electro magnetism. 
The movement of a copper sheet (supported on linear 
bearings) is damped by a magnetic field A number 
of accelerometers provide information for data 
logging purposes. 
To date the experimental work has measured the 
open-loop frequency response of the system (i.e. form 
actuator force to angular velocity) and this can be 
seen in Figure 12 together with the theoretical 
response from the model as described in Section 5. 
Broadly the responses are similar, although there are 
significant variations at low frequencies, which relate 
to the effects of the suspension of the experimental 
beam. 
7. CONCLUS IONS 
Computer simulations have show that a Kalman fi lter 
based approach has the potential to successfully 
estimate flexible modes without introducing worse 
levels of phase Jag at low frequencies than a notch 
fi lter. 
»r-----------------------------
•• .. 
;, 
"' 
Figure 12. Comparison of Model and Rig Frequency 
Responses 
Preltmmary expenmental work has valtdated the basic 
concept, and mvest1gat10ns are continumg to asses the 
robustness properties of the notch filter and Kalman 
filter solutions in a comprehenSive manner 
Future work Will mclude applymg the Ideas to a more 
complex mode~ developed m conJunctiOn with BAE 
Systems, whiCh will more closely represent the 
structural coupltng problem 
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Appendu:C 
Appendix C - Two Mass Simulink Model 
Th1s append1x mcludes the S1mulink model used to simulate the two mass model 
system, and the Matlab m-file which set up the model. 
Slop 
Demand 
Out I 1-----1~ 
~--I~So~ns~o~r _j 
Control 
(9--+~ .. ._l -----' 
Clock -
Scope 
Figure C-l. Top Level Window 
F1gure C-1 shows the top level of the S1mulmk model 'Step' creates the mput s1gnal 
which IS used to create the model 'Clock' generates an mcremental t1mmg s1gnal 
wh1ch can be used dunng the analys1s of the simulation 'Scope' prov1des a real time 
graph1cal representatiOn of the system output 
A C1 
Bind-Limited 
Whrte Notse 
Figure C-2. System Window 
C-1 
notse 
poSK1 
AppendrxC 
Figure C-2 shows the state space system, along With the state space model, noise is 
added to the output from the system The position of the larger mass (xi) is also 
recorded, to allow companson With the Kalman filter estimatiOn 
CD ... 
·-
In I 0111 
Demand Out1 
Conboller 
2 S~U~sor 
Sensor F11tered 1etdblck Controller 
Filters 
Figure C-3. Simulink Control Window 
Figure A-3 mcludes the components which make up the control aspect of the 
simulatiOn, I e the controller and the filters 
0 504s+1 
>--JooJ 
0 126st-1 
Figure C-4. Controller Window 
The controller representation IS shown in Figure C-4 
Sensor 
2 
Controller 
Sens 
Out! 
Comm 
Kalman 
Ftlter 
Notch F1lle1 
C-2 
Oul1 
AppendtxC 
Figure C-5. Filters Window 
Figure C-5 shows the filters used m the model and the constants used to allow select 
the desired filtenng optiOn (no filtenng, notch filter, or Kalman filter) 
.. 1 
Sens 
s 
1 
Oul1 
Figure C-6. Kalman Filter Window 
The Kalman filter IS shown m Figure C-6 
C-3 
~bas1cdata rn 
if1le to 1n1tlal1se or1g1nal 2 mass model 
~In1t1al1se model parameters 
m1=50; %large mass (kg) 
m2=25; 'small !'\ass (kg) 
k=20000; ',spnng constant (N/m) 
c=3; ':damp1ng constant (Ns/m) 
~In1t1al1se A matr1x 
A= [ 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0; 
1; 
c/m1; -k/m1 k/m1 -c/m1 
k/m2 -k/m2 c/m2 -c/m2]; 
~In1t1al1se B rnatr1x 
B= [ 0 ; 0 ; 1/m1 ; 0]; 
%In1t1al1se C matr1x (pos1t1on of M2) 
C=[O 1 0 0]; 
Dlnltlallse 'r1g1d' C matr1x (pos1t1on of Ml) 
Cr= [ 1 0 0 0] ; 
~In1t1al1se D matr1x 
D=O; 
6In1t1al1se Kalman F1lter Parameters 
G=eye(4); ¥ 'Process no1se' state Influence matr1x 
R=O.Ol; sensor var1ance matr1x 
Q=G; 
Q(1,1)=0.001; 
Q(2,2)=0.001; 
Q(3,3)=0.1; 
Q(4,4)=0.01; 
% process no1se var1ance matr1x 
j xl variance 
x2 var1ance 
~ xldot var1ance 
x2dot var1ance 
cGet Kalroan F1ltcr Ga1n Hatr1x 
[K P E]=lqe(A,G,C,Q,R); 
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Appendix D- Beam Model Matlab Files 
This appendix outhnes the Simulmk model and Matlab m-files used to simulate the 
beam model 
Figure D-1. Top Level ofSimulink Model 
Setup I 
Setup blocks 
The top level of the beam Simulmk model Is shown m Figure D-1 The Beam block 
contams components related to the beam (e g beam and actuator) Control contams 
those aspects of the system winch are added to the beam ( e g Notch or Kalman filter 
and controller) 
D 
Figure D-2. Beam Block 
D-1 
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Figure D-2 shows the arrangement of the state space model of the beam A number of 
blocks record elements of the system (System states, positiOn of the beam, etc) 
White noise Is added to the output of the beam system It m eludes the actuator block 
shown m Figure D-3 
,-,---... 
s2-575s+243000 -1J 0486s"•27 5s+1052 
~ s2+, 97s+, 207 3 s2+526 6s+20364 ~ 
4th orderpart1 4th order part2 
Figure D-3. Actuator Block 
NFOut 
onoff 
Figure D-4. Control Block 
Figure D-4 shows the hnks between the different blocks wluch make up the control 
modules of the system Included are a number of blocks which record data from 
simulattons, as well as the filter blocks and the controller, which IS shown m Figure 
D-5 
c:J ·~ ·I 0 005s+1 ~l2'0 01s+1 I ~c:J ln1 0 005s Out1 001s+1 Kp Integral PA (denvatlve) 
T1S+1 kaTdS+1 
TIS Td$+1 
Figure D-5. Controller Block 
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mode1 
c• 
D 
moda2 
C2 
Figure D-6. Kalman Filter Block 
The Kalman filter IS shown m F1gure D-6 It mcludes an actuator block, wh1ch IS 
1dentJcal to that shown m Figure D-3 Along With the filter output and state 
estimatiOn error, the component of each of the modes (both ng1d and flexible) IS 
recorded 
c=J 
·I ~ I ·I ~ I •c::::) In 1 Out1 
Notch Filter Notch Filter 
34 2rads 94 3 rads 
0 005 0 004 
0 1 0 1 
Figure D-7. Notch Filter Block 
Figure D-7 shows the notch filter block 
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-t, bas1cdata.m 
~ flle to set up beam parameters ~ 
~ for bas1c beam model 
clear; 
'2 beaM dlirenslons etc 
length of beam 1n m 
% w1dth of beam 1n m 
c he1ght of beam 1n m 0 
-
cross sect1onal area 
: mass dens1ty of beam 
l mass of beam 
,, 
of beam 
- Al ununurn 
1=3.1; 
w=O.lO; 
h=O.Ol; 
A=w*h; 
p=2700; 
m=l*A*p; 
E=70e9; 
I=(hA3*w)/12; 
EI=E*I; 
zeta=0.008; 
" 
,, Young's modulus Alum1num 
~ moment of 1nert1a of beam 
~ flexural r1g1d1ty of beam 
'c structural damp1ng of beam 
lambda=[4.73004 7.85320 10.9956 14.1372 17.2788]/1; 
Set up beam w1th 2 flcx1b1e modes 
'l, for s1ngle actuator + spr1ngs 
N=2; 
k1=3000; 
c=167; 
ns=l.OSe-9; 
Ts=0.01; 
% number of modes 
% spr1ng st1ffness 
% damp1ng constant 
% no1se power 
% Sample t1me 
for n=1:N, 
~calculate beam natural frequenc1es 
omegw(n)=((1ambda(n)A4*EI/(A*p))A0.5); 
end 
freq(n)=omegw(n)/(2*pl); 
~calculate character1st1c funct1ons 
"measurement po1nts every 1/8 of beam 
aOO(n)=frefre(lambda(n),O,l); 
al2(n)=frefre(lambda(n),1*l/8,1); 
a25(n)=frefre(lambda(n),2*l/8,1); 
a37(n)=frefre(lambda(n),3*l/8,1); 
a50(n)=frefre(lambda(n),4*l/8,1); 
a62(n)=frefre(lambda(n),5*l/8,l); 
a75(n)=frefre(lambda(n),6*l/8,l); 
a87(n)=frefre(lambda(n),7*l/8,l); 
a0l(n)=frefre(lambda(n),1,l); 
b00(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),O,l); 
b12(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),1*l/8,l); 
b25(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),2*l/8,1); 
b37(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),3*l/8,l); 
b50(n)=frefrel(lambda(n),4*l/8,l); 
b62(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),5*l/8,l); 
b75(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),6*l/8,l); 
b87(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),7*l/8,l); 
b01(n)=frefre1(lambda(n),l,l); 
Afl=[O 1 
Af2= [0 1 
-omegw(1)A2 -2*zeta*omegw(1)]; 
-omegw(2)A2 -2*zeta*omegw(2)]; 
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Ar=[O 1 0; 
-k1/m 0 k1/m; 
k1/c 0 -k1/c]; 
AO=zeros(2,2); 
A1=zeros(3,2); 
A2=zeros(3,3); 
A=[Afl AO A1' Al'; 
AO Af2 A1' Al'; 
A1 A1 Ar A2; 
A1 A1 A2 Ar]; 
B1f1=[ 0 (a12(1)-1.25*a25(1)+0.25*a75(1))/m ]; 
B1f2=[ 0; (a12(2)-1.25*a25(2)+0.25*a75(2))/m ]; 
Br1 =[ 0 1.25/m 0 ]; 
Br2=[0 -0.25/m,O]; 
B=[B1f1;B1f2;Br1;Br2]; 
s1=0.25; 
Cr1=[0 2/l 0]; 
Cr2=[0 -2/l 0]; 
0 thetadot output matrlx 
C=[ 0 b37(1) 0 b37(2) Cr1 Cr2 ]; 
~Pos1t1on of bea!'l output 
Cx=[a00(1) 0 aOO (2) 0 1+2*s1 
a12 (1) 0 a12(2) 0 1+2*(s1-1/8) 
a25 (1) 0 a25(2) 0 1+2*(s1-2/8) 
a37(1) 0 a37(2) 0 1+2*(s1-3/8) 
a50(1) 0 a50(2) 0 1+2*(s1-4/8) 
a62 (1) 0 a62(2) 0 1+2*(s1-5/8) 
a75(1) 0 a75(2) 0 1+2*(s1-6/8) 
a87 (1) 0 a87 (2) 0 1+2*(s1-7/8) 
a01(1) 0 a01(2) 0 1+2* (s1-1) 
kalrnan f1lter modes 
C1=[0 b37(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ; 
C2=[0 0 0 b37(2) 0 0 0 0 l ; 
D= [0]; 
Dr=D; 
0 0 -2*s1 
0 0 -2*(s1-1/8) 
0 0 -2*(s1-2/8) 
0 0 -2*(s1-3/8) 
0 0 -2*(s1-4/8) 
0 0 -2*(s1-5/8) 
0 0 -2*(s1-6/8) 
0 0 -2*(s1-7/8) 
0 0 -2*(s1-1) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
?KF state space model: 
[Ark,Brk1,Crk1,Dk]=ssdata(mlnreal(ss(Ar,Br1,Cr1,D))); 
[Ark,Brk2,Crk2,Dk]=ssdata(mlnreal(ss(Ar,Br2,Cr2,D))); 
Ak= [Afl AO AO AO; 
AO Af2 AO AO; 
AO AO Ark AO; 
AO AO AO Ark]; 
Bk=[B1f1;B1f2;Brk1;Brk2]; 
Ck=[ 0 b37(1) 0 b37(2) Crk1 Crk2 ]; 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0] ; 
Cr=[O 0 0 0 Crkl Crk2]; 
Dk=D; 
?covar1ance Matr1c1es: 
G=eye(8); 
R=l.l316e-7; 
Q=zeros(8,8); 
!var(SysState) sett1ngs 
Q(l, 1) 5.0440e-004; %flexirnode 1 state 1 
Q(2,2) 3.7758e-004; %f1ex•rnode 1 state 2 
Q(3,3) 2. 7377e-005; %flex1rnode 2 state 1 
Q(4,4) 1.5922e-005; %fleXlrnode 2 state 2 
Q(5,5) 2.4900e+OOO; %r1g1d mode 1 state 1 
Q(6, 6) 2.9509e-004; %ng1d mode 1 state 2 
Q(7,7) 9.9605e-002; %r1g1d mode 2 state 1 
Q (8, 8) 1.1805e-005; %r1g1d mode 2 state 2 
[kest, K, P] =ka1rnan (ss (Ak, [Bk G], Ck, Dk), Q, R); 
FunctiOns to calculate receptance data 
funct1on u=frefre1(1,x,L) 
frefre 
frefre(lamda,sensor pos1t1on,beam length) 
9 funct1on calculates ph1 values for g1ven beam data for 
Displacement data 
s =(cosh(l*L) - cos(l*L))/(slnh(l*L)-sln(l*L)); 
u =cosh(l*x)+ cos(l*x) - s*(slnh(l*x+sln(l*x)); 
funct1on u=frefre1(l,x,L) 
': frefre 
~ frefre(larnda,sensor pos1t1on,bearn length) 
~ funct1on calculates ph1 values for g1ven beam data for 
Slope data 
s =(cosh(l*L) - cos(l*L))/(slnh(l*L)-sln(l*L)); 
u = Slnh(l*x) - s1n(l*x) - s*(cosh(l*x)+cos(l*x)); 
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Appendix E - Actuator Data Sheet 
Electric linear/rotary 
moving coil actuators 
The abil ity to perform work and verify 
its accuracy at the same t ime. 
Controllable speed, force and position. 
High Speed: 0.005- 1000 mm/s 
• Fur "ft'(.1<011C Con1J)()0! n ltOSP• IIOrl 10 cy~lo~ 
per ~nd ~ru 11~1""'"' A protolo of lypt' "' 
porlormltnt.o tS ~~own n lhO I gurc 
• The~e k rod of •opiiCMons c.m bo .. et •l'IICd 
USlllQ SMAC ll<ft•tlnr 
P"'CCSSInurQLnll 
Rod ,.llh rot>ty 
!'.clJ Y&IOJtJn' 
U~Q~'>Oie 
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l.lltl .... dt 
'L,.,.. lrcodot 
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SMAC 
M v n 1 ull 1 lu 11 r 
High resolution 
on requ t 
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Controllable Forces 
Forces u$Cd In lino"r movM1COI <;;10 bo Ptogwrnml!d at nny 
tomr (11 1110 uuol.o 
Marlmum lorcea 
Too MIISS 01 U10 Ul!lOf t'llOWlQ lllomerts IS .COO 9 (~l.ltlll.l d 
ac:tuaton To ootaln an liCCClefa• 1 10 G a .0:0 N IOKO IS 
rcquucd lllv.vnooy5 1!10 aduato-s can goncra1 280 N 
/ 
,.;.o.,,--..1 IOOg D ... 10G 
/ ~-..[~o G • 70G 
Minimum ForcH 
F m hon rcpm nts lhO kw et tmh ollhO 'I 1 forces appl le 
111e p! rt. The 11"..0 ol ov. trcMn guides QUl conuot ore to 
as low 50 mllbnow'.oos 
O.OSN 
Typical Applications 
Cor'lmon Pock nnd Place appliCa!lonS 
• ltghtlorc:os 10 contact aM poCk .JP tlllrl 
• I11Qh IOtCO$ to pl400 l•,rt 
Moving coil technology 
T 1\C most comtnOI'I OPfliCOIIOf' 01 lnts lac. vloqy tO loua P~<~kers A 
noB~I'I COtl rnovos '"a rr•agnehc orcwl tnd anvos • loud&P• ,IkN r.onf) 10 
gun 11110 Sflunu w.tvlt~. wnrJhiiS oporalo up 10 ~0.000 cycles por .(J()()nd 
AtutJI•I,t•rs 1 \!l rl .JWJMJ ~·.al .. rt!u .m oltctn.lt ng cutu•nt. '#. U<..h ur~ui.Jtos 
11 " '!it In coil 1110 liOtifld rl nSity 1 1 ropor tOf~llo IllS tllfl nl 
Tt • '3«l •IIOV'Il(l CO CCl'l bO ~01)' ..tSCIO In iod;JSIII<l applo<:atlons 1 Ill• sm.~•l 
110 ng ma$S (200 01 cornbirood w lh 111 llelwl on for eo 10 N produce hl1t" 
ccoklralron CS-Gt T or-!; '"'la' on • l'lc strekfl wt'!Cil rs too thor ,., bl• 
tJ;;cl:lf 
Tht lochnolo<JY h<l b n OIIVeiOped by AC using ~'MS" In:e< ty magnc:l 
The rosu 1 ha been mov.ng eo 1 n a broad <ar•gfl 01 strok s to be u llCIIOt 
lnd app!IC.'IllOns 
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Linear Movement 
Thi• .... tl ~ 11100111 cJ Oil 11 Wii'•:IIJ<! An ,ICCur•t. I near \IUtJU I'IOYUI.llil no drly 10 
lho systeM Thereby, tno lwce ll"ll<.llllied cy ~l<oct'IC" nnr 1 Nl•ch 
CIICUial!!~ tlf'OU!lh Ill!! coli Is t:(.,.,.CriOO lrllu mulrun AI C:plrCit ~r 
con•rols 'h<l COli pos lo o~. SPf'I!O .l'lO Accetnralron 
Stroke 
SlrO'<D: MaQJrclloo<Jtl• Cot! Wld'h 
Rotary Movement 
----------------Hatary roovpm r r ~produced wllf'llll motor and t'IO roe! nrc 11 .,.,rnolecJ 
Thr~ motor group'' lormoo hy 
Romry me t or 
GAarqroup 
Oprcal l!tiCO<ltlr 
Wrth 1/le <lo'Vcl<"fllnOOI of t!M nw• tluro: fTlOIOI'S IIlO' lo1nwloo) ctr;rr >et!!.I .CS 
llllv••I.<.'Cfl achll!vod 
Hosuluh<.llr 0 0072 
• S~l'd ro1.1ry rMtooo ul 90 "' 50rlts wnh '' " tr.t:ur.o.-:y of o ~s 
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LAL-90 
1550mm 
t J0 N 110<\C t 5m'>l I ·~ I l•n!l '>Oiow I 
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• Encoder Output 
D 1}1 t n il ,, on ront:~ct nco11 r 
LAL-90-015 dimensions 
r 
' 010 
h 
' 
2> tO 
6 
Rod Configuration Options 
Type B (No lhrcad) 
30 
;100_ 2 X 10 
70 
90 
• For SO mm stroke(LAL90-0501 
1he height la 117 m111 
Ty~ F (Female thrc;:~d) 
MS S/}10 
A 
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Appendix F - Sensor Sheet 
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RATE GYRO 
Is rdc011y swte<J tor a w iOt' r,u•rt ot 
COnlolCrtliJI, <JNO!>Potcl' 10<1 101 •t;lly 
upph~'lllrons 
Th~ SIRRS rS ur10<:rpu1nr cl hy OAC 
SYSTEMS" commllrncnt to the 
techniC h,;ckup , nd run~: tcrrn 
support nt'CI·ss.ll v tor mn,or 
procurcrnt•nt proi!J,;rnmc~. 
• Mlcro.mcY.tunurJ &rhcon (M£MSI 
I(' t IIOIOP.J 
• Atfordal.lle robust and ruJ'fl 1 
d t'loolf!rl 
• Hcrmct•ca ly ••'• 1!!<.1 
• E•~:cllent shock ond vrur.rt1un 
pcrlormoncc 
• L011r, J. fe llnd e\ CCPUoniil rchilbllty 
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Sensor modullll•t: d.11 1 oiVlul, I "' 
SPECIFICATION 
Rate Range 
other mto ranr,cs avatlabre 
Scale Factor 
Nomm<:~l 
L1neanty 
Vmmt1on wrth Temperature 
Repeatab11ity 
Bias 
Sett1ng (@20~C! 
Vur~tl!IOO w1th TPtnf)crature 
Stab11ity 
Rcpcatabil1ty 
Angui.Jr R<mdom Wc~lk 
g Sen~lliVIty 
g:? Sens1I1V1ty 
Bandwidth ( -90" phase shift) 
or her bdndwtdlhs aval/abfc 
NOISO {In band) 
Environment 
Operatmg Temperature 
Humrd1ty 
V1br<Jt1on (opcrut1onal) 
Shock (operntlonal} 
Mass 
Electrical 
Supply Vo!lnr,c •I Vs 
Supply Current 
General 
Built In Tc'>l 
St.ut up T1me 
Temperature Output 
\r1TOF 
+/ 110"/s 
18 2 mv;o;s 
+I 1% of full scale 
+/ 3% 
+I- 01% lo 
~1 0 3"/s 
+/ 2"/s 
3"/hr 
01"/Sl<J 
0 2"/lhr 
7"/hr(g 
2"/hr/g'l 
50Hz 
40"C to + 75"C 
100% RH 
10 g rms (20 Hz to 2 kHz) 
60 g (30 ms, 1/2 SIOC) 
<35 gmms 
+/ 5V DC 
50mA 
Command BIT 
300ms 
16 9 mV /"C (OV at 25°C) 
300 000 hrs 
fOR ~ORE INfORMATION CONTACT 
S<1lcs nnd Markctmr, 
S1hcon Scn~ors 
r "'44 (0) 1752 722068 
" +44 (0) 17 52 b95927 
: snles Sillcon@bacsystems com 
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Silicon 110 °/S RRS Sensor Test Results 
Part No RRS01-01-0100 Date · 08/07/01 
Senal No 0238 Tester T ASPLAND-JUPI 
+20°C +5V Supply Current m A 49.10 
+20°C -5V Supply Current m A 47.70 
+20°C Warm-Up B1as Dnft 0 /s, 1 S1gma : 0005 
+20°C Sw1tch On B1as Repeatabi11ty 0 /S, 1 S1gma : 0 021 
-40°C Zero Rate Offset o/s 
-1 05 
-2ooc Zero Rate Offset 0 /s -0 78 
ooc Zero Rate Offset o/s 
-0 53 
+20°C Zero Rate Offset o/s 
-0 20 
+40°C Zero Rate Offset o/s 0 22 
+60°C Zero Rate Offset o/s 0.74 
+75°C Zero Rate Offset o/s 1 18 
-40°C Scale Factor mV/"/s 18 24 
-20°C Scale Factor mVNs 18 21 
+0°C Scale Factor mVNs 18.18 
+20°C Scale Factor mV/"/s 18 09 
+40°C Scale Factor mV/"/s 17 95 
+60°C Scale Factor mV/0 /S 17.75 
+75°C Scale Factor mV/"/s 17 55 
Bandwidth (-90°) Hz 61 00 
+20°C Rate No1se 0 /S r m s 017 
+20°C CBIT Rate Offset o/s 0 66 
F-3 
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Appendix G -Electromagnetic Damper Design 
There are two mam stages to the des1gn of an electro magnetic damper, firstly the 
magnetic field strength winch IS reqmred to generate the desired level of dampmg 
must be calculated. From the field strength, the Size of the core, the number of coils, 
and the current that IS passed through the cods can be calculated 
Required Field Strength 
The first stage m designmg the electromagnetiC damper IS to calculate the strength of 
the magnetic field that Is reqmred A full descnption of the calculatiOns is given m 
[Schieber- 1975]27 The force (Fb) reqmred to produce the desired dampmg IS the 
product of the damping constant (D) and the velocity (u) of the sheet 
Fb=D·u (G I) 
The braking force can be calculated using the equation 
a·o ·B2 4 Fb = z ·u·4·h ·I (G. I) 
.Uo 
where a IS the conductivity of the sheet, o IS the thickness of the sheet, J.Io IS the 
permeability of vacuum, hIS half the Width of the core, and lis the mductivity per umt 
length, which IS given by. 
ro sin 2 [(2n + It !!..] I - exp[- (2n + I }r k.J 
I = ~ .Uo L 2 A . A 
:r ... o [( ):r h]2 (2n+l) 2n+l --
2A 
(G I) 
where A IS half the Width of the sheet, and b IS half the depth of the core These 
parameters are shown m Figure G-1 
G-1 
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Figure G-1. Electromagnetic Damper Pole Dimensions 
Substitution of equation (G 1) mto equation (G 2), and rearrangmg, allows calculation 
of the magnetic flux dens1ty (Bz) reqmred, giVen the d1menswns of the magnet pole 
and the sheet 
(G4) 
Coil Requirements 
The flux dens1ty calculated m equation (G 4) 1s used in the des1gn of the c01l for the 
electromagnet From the flux density requirements, the remaming d1menswns of the 
core, the nmnber of turns on the coil, and the current m the coil can be calculated 
The flux density can be descnbed by 
B = J.L, • J.lo • H (G 5) 
Where J.lr 1s the relat1ve penneab1hty of the core, and H IS the magnetic field mtens1ty, 
g1ven by the equation 
H=N·l 
l 
G-2 
(G 6) 
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Where N IS the number of turns on the coli, I is the current m the coli, and I 1s the 
length of the typ1cal B-hne m the core F1gure G-2 shows these parameters 
I 
A I 
• 
I 
I 
Ntums 
I I I 
lt/1 
I~ b 
Figure G-2. Parameters of the Electromagnetic Damper Core 
Substitution of equation (G 6) mto equatiOn (G 5), allows calculatiOn of the magnetic 
flux density m terms of the parameters of the core 
II·II·N·l B= rr ro 
l 
(G7) 
Equatwn (G 7) can then be used to des1gn the core, m conJunCtiOn With equation 
(G 4). 
Design of Dampers for Rig 
The modelhng of the beam (Chapter 4) used a dampmg constant of 167 Nsm·t, and 
the dampers for the expenmental stage have been designed to closely match tlus 
Usmg equatiOn (G 4) With the des1red dampmg value, a 3rnm tluck and 25cm Wide 
copper sheet, and selectmg the poles of the electromagnet to be 5cm x 5cm, the 
parameters to calculate the flux density are 
Half pole Width (h) 
Half pole depth (b) 
0025m 
0025m 
G-3 
Half sheet WJdth (a) 
Sheet th1ckness (o) 
Conduct1v1ty of sheet ( cr) 
Penneab1hty of vacuum (~tO) -
0 145m 
00032m 
5 X I 08 n·1m'1 
4lt x w-7 Hm-1 
From these parameters, flux density Bz IS equal to 0 451 T 
Appendv:G 
Smce the conservatiOn of flux demands that for any regton of a core, the product of 
flux density and cross secttonal area of core must remam constant, 1 e 
(G 8) 
The flux density which the coil needs to set up can be halved by doublmg the cross 
sectional area of the core, at the pomt where the coils are At the poles, the cross 
section area of the core Is 625mm2• By doubling the depth of the core to I Ocm, the 
area becomes 1250mm2, thts reduces the requued flux density to 0 225T 
If each of the cmls IS made With 1400 turns, and a current of lA IS passed through the 
cm!, then usmg equatiOn (58), If an iron core (relative penneabthty (J.t<) equals 500) IS 
used, the length of the typ1cal B !me I can be calculated Th1s IS equal to 0 845m 
Ftgure G-3 shows a cross section through the core of the damper (perpendicular to 
movement of copper sheet) 
G-4 
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3mm--ll--
-------------------------.-
Figure G-3. Cross Section of Damper 
The copper sheet 1s attached to a 9 5mm diameter shaft, supported on a pau of lmear 
beanngs, which allows the copper sheet to move With very little fnctwn 
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AppendzxH 
Figure H-1 shows the top level of the Stmuhnk aircraft model The shadowed blocks 
allow quick changing of the imtialisatton of the model (control surface stimulatton, 
filter type, etc ) 
Act mom 
r ------"";"I•IK :Ax+Bu '-'"'-----, Y"Oc+Our 
Stat&-space2 
Figure H-1. Aircraft State Space Model 
The state space model has two outputs, the sensor data and the control surface 
positions This block ts shown m Figure H-1. 
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>Oeltt 
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XD91to 3 
ALPHA3 Act Comm 
Gtta 
SC7 
Out1 
Sl1( Out! 
FCS 
Figure H-3. Control Block 
Ftgure H-3 shows the block labelled 'control' m the top level diagram Thts block 
allows selectton of mput from etther the sensors or the Kalman filter. It also combines 
two of the sensors to produce the angle of attack data (alpha) 
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Figure H-5. Sensor Definitions 
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Figure H-5 shows the calculatiOns made to convert the aucraft model sensors mto the 
form used by the FCS ( e g from radians to degrees) 
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Figure H-6. Pitch Rate (Q) Path 
Figure H-6 mcludes the filters and delays mtroduced m the pitch rate path It also 
shows some of the notch filters (which can be deselected if reqwred) 
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Figure H-7. AZ Path 
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Figure H-8. Alpha Path 
Figure H-7 and Figure H-8 show the transfer functiOn paths for the vertical velocity 
and angle of attack paths respectively 
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Figure H-10. Actuator Distribution Paths 
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The d1stnbution of the control laws to the different actuators 1s shown m F1gure H-10. 
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Figure H-11. Input Path FCC Notch Filters 
The FCC mput path notch filters are shown m F1gure H-11 As With the p1tch rate 
path, these filters can be deselected 1f des1red 
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Figure H-12. Control Surface Stimulation Input 
Figure H-12 allows stlmuh to be apphed to the control surfaces. The mput IS added to 
the output of the actuator d1stnbutwn path 
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Figure H-14. Hinge Moments 
The hmge moments, which are supphed to the aircraft model and Kalman filter, are 
calculated from the difference between the actual and demanded positiOn of the 
control surfaces These calculatiOns are shown m Figure H-14 
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Figure H-15. Kalman Filter Block 
Figure H-15 shows the Kalman filter 
H-10 
Ongmal Kalman Filter m-file 
~ ***************************************** 
1, * complexl.mdl * 
~ ***************************************** 
' * S.A.Halsey May 2002 * 
~ ***************************************** 
* F1le to run ac model at 20 modes * 
* w1 th KF at 20 modes * 
***************************************** 
clear 
~ read 1n matr1c1es 
A=dlmread('rnata2',', '); 
B=dlmread('matb2',', '); 
C=dlmread('matc2',', '); 
D=dlmread('matd2',', '); 
E=dlmread('mate2',','); 
Z=dlmread('matz2',', '); 
~set up constants 
ALT=35000; % (35000) 
T=288.16-ALT*1.9812e-3; 
rho=1.225571*(T/288.16)A4.254293; 
Slgma=rho/1.225571; 
v=0.8*(20.051268*sqrt(T)); 
9,add control mode values - omm1ted from model' 
E(75,75)=3213769; 
E(76,76)=2226065; 
E(77,77)=1137600; 
~reduce s1ze of rnatr1c1es to 14N'M plus control & r1g1d 
', reduce A 
A1=A(1:20,1:20); 
A1(15:20,15:20)=A(75:80,75:80); 
Appendu:H 
A1(1:14,15:20)=A(1:14,75:80); %[A(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)]; % 
A1 (15:20,1:14)=A(75:80,1:14); %[A(75:77,1:14) ;zeros(3,14)]; % 
'it reduce B 
81=8(1:20,1:20); 
81(15:20,15:20)=8(75:80,75:80); 
81(1:14,15:20)=8(1:14,75:80); %[8(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)]; % 
81 (15:20,1:14)=8(75:80,1:14); %[8(75:77,1:14) ;zeros(3,14]); % 
J, reduce C 
C1=C(1:20,1:20); 
C1(15:20,15:20)=C(75:80,75:80); 
C1(1:14,15:20)=C(1:14,75:80); %[C(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)];% 
C1(15:20,1:14)=C(75:80,1:14); %[C(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,14)]; % 
'_. reduce D 
01=0(1:20, 1:20); 
01(15:20,15:20)=0(75:80,75:80); 
D1(1:14,15:20)=D(l:14,75:80); %[0(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)]; % 
D1(15:20,1:14)=D(75:80,1:14); %[D(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,14)]; % 
'1, reduce E 
E1=E (1 :20,1 :20); 
H-11 
Appendv:H 
El(l5:20,15:20)=E(75:80,75:80); 
El(l:l4,15:20)=E(l:l4,75·80); %[E(l:l4,75:77) zeros(l4,3) ]; % 
El(l5:20,1:14)=E(75:80,1:14); %[E(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,14)];% 
Y, reduce Z 
21=2(:,1:20); 
21(:,15:20)=2(:,75:80); 
', Check A 1s square & equal 1n s1ze to other matr1ces 
s1zea=s12e (Al); 
sizeb=slze(Bl); 
slzec=slze(Cl); 
s1zed=s1ze(Dl); 
Slzee=slze(El); 
1f slzea(l)-=slzea(2) 
error('Input A rnatr1x 1s not 
else1f s1.zea-=s1zeb 
error ('A 1.s not same SlZ€ as 
else1f s1.zea ..... =s1.zec 
error ('A 1s not same SlZ€ as 
else1f s1.zea .... =s1.zed 
error('A l.S not same size as 
else1f s1.zea-=s1zee 
error('A lS not same Sl.Ze as 
end 
~ Convert matr1c1es to ss form 
al=zeros(20,20); 
a2=eye (20); 
a3=-lnv(Al)*(slgma*v'2*Cl+El); 
%a3=-lnV (A) *El; 
a4=-lnv(Al)*(slgma*v*Bl+Dl); 
%a4=-lnv(A)*Dl; 
a=[al a2;a3 a4]; 
lp20=zeros(20,3); 
1p2 0 ( 15: 17, : ) =El ( 15: 17, 15: 17) ; 
b20=lnv(Al)*lp20; 
b=[zeros(20,3); b20]; 
~output matr1ces 
ctrl=[l5:17]; 
%model 
c=zeros(7,40); 
c(l,21:40)=21 (27, :) ; %27 
c(2,21:40)=21(26,:); %26 
c(3,1:20)=21(51,:); 
c(4,21:40)=21(50, :); 
c(5:7,ctrl)=eye(3); 
lkalman f1lter 
ak=a; 
bk=b; 
ck=zeros (4, 40); 
square - Program cannot run'); 
B - Program Term1nat1.ng'); 
c - Program Term1nat1ng'); 
D - Program Term1nat1ng'); 
E - Program Term1nat1.ng'); 
H-12 
ck(1,21:40)=[Z1(27,1:20)]; 
ck(2,21:40)=[Z1 (26, 1:20)]; 
ck(3,1:20) =[21(51,1:20) J; 
ck(4,21:40)=[Z1(50,1:20)]; 
~r1g1d only (output) 
cr=zeros(4,40); 
cr(1,21:40)=[zeros (1, 14) Z1 (27,15:20)]; 
cr(2,21:40)=[zeros(1,14) 21(26,15:20)]; 
cr(3,1:20) =[zeros(1,14) 21(51,15:20)]; 
cr(4,21:40)=[zeros (1,14) Z1 (50,15:20)]; 
d=zeros(7,3); 
dk=zeros(4,43); 
'calculate e1genvalues 
[vec,val]=elg(lnv(A)*(slgma*v'2*C+E)); 
val=dlag(sqrt(val))/(2*pl); 
val=sort(val); 
d1sp('System Elgenvalues:'); 
val(4:17) 
~Kalman f1lter var1ances 
R=1.1316e-7*eye(4); 
G=eye (40); 
load var; 
Q=d1ag (Ql; 
[est,K,p]=kalman(ss(a, [b G],ck(1:4, :) ,dk) ,Q,R); 
control; 
control m 
1control data for A1rcraft model 
keta=1137600; 
kde1tal=3213769; 
kdeltao=2226065; 
llfp=8.3333; 
llflpl=7.4145; 
llflpo=8.2871; 
gy=O; 
ksct=O; 
kstk=1; 
kd1=0; 
kdo=O; 
kfp=O; 
d1sp('st1m to stk'); 
ts=0.01; 
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AppenduH 
AppendtxH 
Or1g1nal Kalman F1lter Ga1n Matr1x K = 
-2.1601e+3 -2.298le+3 -1.2174e+3 1. 24 68e+3 
-3.2142e+l -4.8957e+l 1. 7919e+O 2. 8979e+l 
1.1995e+l 2.0785e+l 5.0092e+O -1.1867e+l 
-4.6038e+O 1. 5773e+O -7.0200e+O -4.3832e+O 
1. 4648e+2 1. 2892e+2 -1.0560e+l -4.3566e+l 
-1. 0167e+l -7.4486e+O -3.4614e+O -5.2093e+O 
-7. 4293e+O -4.0474e+O 1.8655e+O -2.5223e+O 
-1.9028e+l -1. 0705e+l -2.6880e-1 3.8019e+l 
-3.5200e+2 -2.5402e+2 -5.4062e+l -3.9052e+2 
-1. 4320e+2 1.6274e+2 1.4600e+l 5.7237e+2 
1. 4780e+2 5.6333e+l 1. 4236e+l 1.1366e+2 
9.0610e+l -2.186le+2 -8.7622e+O 2.3676e+2 
3.7089e+l -8.1673e+l -2. 8725e-1 4.7108e+l 
8.8310e+l 2.1652e+l -1.2055e+O 2.8164e+2 
1.4663e+2 -2.1643e+3 -1. 5209e+l 1.2727e+3 
-1.5010e+3 -5.1057e+2 -1.4844e+l 3.5910e+2 
-9.6190e+2 -2.6469e+2 -8.6032e+O -1. 3810e+3 
4.0732e+3 -4.718le+4 -9.3467e+3 -2.8175e+3 
5.4076e+2 1. 661le+2 2. 2720e+2 -1.2144e+3 
-1. 0179e+l -3. 5846e+O 4.3319e+l -3.2244e+O 
7.422le+4 4. 0723e+3 -1.6551e+4 3.7746e+4 
4.4857e+3 l.0751e+3 -1. 6572e+3 -1. 0308e+3 
7.6226e+3 1. 5577e+3 7.3399e+2 1. 4321e+2 
-1.3127e+4 -5.7139e+3 -2.0174e+2 -2.5882e+3 
-8.5257e+4 -2.6638e+4 2.8090e+3 -2. 3717e+4 
-2.2507e+3 -6.8519e+2 -3.2852e+2 2.2127e+3 
1.3432e+4 4.1088e+3 -1. 0295e+2 2.0594e+3 
2.7761e+4 1.3873e+4 -2.1421e+2 1.1496e+4 
1.9387e+5 5.1698e+3 -8.9262e+3 7.9020e+4 
6.9199e+3 3.8883e+4 -1. 6205e+3 2. 3323e+4 
-2.0900e+5 -3.2002e+4 2.8154e+3 -7.2242e+4 
3.9310e+4 5.2733e+4 -2.3497e+2 3.5302e+4 
-3.5488e+4 1. 6344e+4 4.5826e+2 -2 .3555e+3 
-1. 0821e+5 -5.5632e+3 1.2560e+3 -5.2098e+4 
4.8971e+5 7.3382e+5 -2.0023e+4 3.9354e+5 
1. 8241e+6 l.0016e+5 -3.5419e+4 1.9907e+5 
5.0871e+5 -8.7404e+4 -2.2438e+4 1.3700e+5 
-1.7937e+2 -5.1889e+3 -1. 2822e+3 1. 0656e+3 
2.5094e+3 4.7549e+3 6.2100e+2 8.6409e+2 
1.1927e+3 2.4160e+2 1. 2044e+2 -1. 044le+3 
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Modif1ed Kalman F1lter m-f1le 
~ ***************************************** 
cl * complex! . mdl * 
~ ***************************************** 
~ * S.A.Halsey May 2002 * 
~ ***************************************** 
~ * F1le to run ac model at 80 modes * 
' * w1th KF at 20 modes * 
***************************************** 
clear 
" read 1n matr1c1es 
A=dlmread('mata2', ', '); 
B=dlmread('matb2',','); 
C=dlmread('rnatc2', ','); 
D=dlmread('matd2',','); 
E=dlrnread('rnate2', ','); 
Z=dlmread('matz2', ','); 
tset up constants 
ALT=35000; %(35000) 
T=288.16-ALT*1.9812e-3; 
rho=1.225571*(T/288.16)A4.254293; 
s1gma=rho/1.225571; 
v=0.8*(20.051268*sqrt(T)); 
2add control mode values- OMmlted from model 1 
E(75,75)=3213769; 
E(76,76)=2226065; 
E(77,77)=1137600; 
7,reduce s1ze of matr1c1es to 14:NM plus control & r1g1d 
", normal model 
~ reduce A 
A1=A(1:20,1:20); 
A1(15:20,15:20)=A(75:80,75:80); 
AppendtxH 
A1(1:14,15:20)=A(1:14,75:80); %[A(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)1; % 
A1(15:20,1:14)=A(75:80,1:14); %[A(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,14)1;% 
~) decoupled model 
'J reduce A 
A2=A(1:20,1:20); 
A2(15:20,15:20)=A(75:80,75:80); 
A2(1:14,15:20)=[A(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)1; %A(1:14,78:80)1; % 
A2(15:20,1:14)=[A(75:77, 1:14) ;zeros(3,14) 1; %A(78:80,1:14) 1; % 
'3, reduce B 
B2=B(1:20,1:20); 
B2(15:20,15:20)=B(75:80,75·80); 
B2(1:14,15:20)=B(1:14,75:80); %[8(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3) 1; % 
B2(15:20,1:14)=B(75:80,1:14); %[B(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,141); % 
'~ reduce C 
C2=C(1:20,1:20); 
C2(15:20,15:20)=C(75:80,75:80); 
C2(1:14,15:20)=C(1:14,75:80); %[C(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)1;% 
C2(15:20,1:14)=C(75:80,1:14); %[C(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,14)1; % 
H-15 
<, reduce D 
D2=D(l:20,1:20); 
D2(15:20,15:20)=D(75:80,75:80); 
AppendzxH 
D2(1:14,15:20)=D(1:14,75:80); %[D(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)]; % 
D2(15:20,1:14)=D(75:80,1:14); %[D(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,14)]; % 
~ reduce E 
E2=E(1:20,1:20); 
E2(15:20,15:20)=E(75:80,75:80); 
E2(1:14,15:20)=E(1:14,75:80); %[E(1:14,75:77) zeros(14,3)]; % 
E2(15:20,1:14)=E(75:80,1:14); %[E(75:77,1:14);zeros(3,14)]; % 
:. reduce Z 
Zl=Z (:, 1: 20) ; 
Zl(:,15:20)=Z(:,75:80); 
~ Check A 1s square & equal 1n s1ze to other matr1ces 
s1zea=s12e (A2); 
s12eb=s1ze (B2); 
s1zec=s1Ze (C2); 
slzed=slze(D2); 
s1zee=s12e (E2); 
1f Slzea(l)-=slzea(2) 
error('Input A matr1x 
else1f s1zea-=s1zeb 
error('A lS not same 
else1f s1.zea-=s1.zec 
error('A 1s not same 
else1f s1zea-=s1zed 
error('A 1.s not same 
else1.f s1zea-=s1zee 
error {'A 1s not same 
end 
lS 
Sl.Ze 
SlZ8 
Sl.Z8 
Sl.Z8 
not 
as 
as 
as 
as 
(~ Convert matrlcles to ss form 
", model 
al=zeros(20,20); 
a2=eye(20); 
a3=-lnv(Al)*(sigma*vA2*C2+E2); 
%a3=-lnv(A)*El; 
a4=-lnv(Al)*(slgma*v*B2+D2); 
%a4=-lnV(A)*Dl; 
a=[al a2;a3 a4]; 
lp20=zeros(20,3); 
lp20(15:17, :)=E2(15:17,15:17); 
b20=1nv(Al)*lp20; 
b=[zeros(20,3); b20]; 
<. kalman f1lter 
coupled 
al=zeros(sJ..zea}; 
a2=eye(slzea(l)); 
a3=-lnv(Al)*(slgma*vA2*C2+E2); 
%a3=-lnV(Al)*E2; 
square - Program cannot run'); 
B - Program Term1.nat1ng'); 
c - Program Term1.nat1ng'); 
D - Program Term1nat1.ng'); 
E - Program Term1.nat1ng'); 
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a4=-lnv(A1)*(slgma*v*B2+D2); 
%a4=-lnv(A1)*D2; 
~decoupled 
a3d=-lnv(A2)*(slgma*vA2*C2+E2); 
a4d=-lnV(A2)*(slgma*v*B2+D2); 
ad=[a1 a2;a3 a4]; 
ad1=[a1 a2;a3d a4d]; 
'l,kalman fllter amalgamat1on of coupled and decoupled 
AppendzxH 
~ X=[f,rc,c,rd] 
ak=[ad(1:20,1:20) 
ad1(18:20,1:20) 
ad(21:40,1:20) 
ad1(38:40,1:20) 
zeros(20,3) 
zeros(3,3) 
zeros(20,3) 
zeros(3,3) 
ad(1:20,21:40) 
ad1(18:20,21:40) 
ad(21:40,21:40) 
ad1(38:40,21:40) 
zeros(20,3); 
zeros(3,3); 
zeros(20,3); 
zeros(3,3)]; 
b20=lnv(Al)*lp20; 
bd=[zeros(20,3) ; b20]; 
lp20(15:17,:)=E2(15:17,15:17); 
b20d=lnv(A2)*lp20; 
bd1=[zeros(20,3) ; b20d]; 
bk= [bd ( 1:2 0' : ) ; 
bd1(18:20,:); %zeros(3,3); 
bd(21:40,:); 
bd1 (38: 40,:) ] ; %zeros (3, 3)]; %bd (38: 40,:) 
toutput matr1ces 
ctrl=[15:17]; 
cmodel 
c=zeros (7, 40); 
c(1,21:40)=Z1 (27, :) ; %27 
c (2, 21: 40) =Z1 (26,:); %26 
c(3,1:20)=Z1(51, :) ; 
c(4,21:40)=Z1(50, :) ; 
c(5:7,ctrl)=eye(3); 
'kal~an f1lter (coupled) 
ck=zeros(4,46); 
ck(1,24:46)=[Z1(27,:) zeros(1,3)]; %21(21,18:20)];% 
ck(2,24:46)=[Z1(26,:) zeros(1,3)]; %21(20,18:20)];% 
ck(3,1:23) =[Z1(51,:) zeros(1,3)]; %21(39,18:20)];% 
ck(4,24:46)=[Z1(50,:) zeros(1,3)]; %21(38,18:20)];% 
~)r1g1d only 
ckd=zeros(4,40); 
ckd(1,21:40)=[zeros(1,14) 21(27,15:20)]; %[21(21,1:17) 
21(21,18:20)];% 
ckd(2,21:40)=[zeros(1,14) 21(26,15:20)]; %[21(20,1:17) 
Z1 (20, 18:20)]; % 
ckd(3,1:20) =[zeros(1,14) 21(51,15:20)]; %[21(39,1:17) 
21 (39, 18:20)]; % 
ckd(4,21:40)=[zeros(1,14) 21(50,15:20)]; %[21(38,1:17) 
21 (38,18:20)]; % 
H-17 
0external decoupled 
cr=[ckd(:,l:l7) zeros(4,3) ckd(:,l8:37) zeros(4,3) 
ckd(:,38:40)]; 
ck(:,41:43) J; 
d=zeros(7,3); 
dk=zeros(4,49); 
calculate e1genvalues 
[vec,val]=elg(lnv(A)*(slgma*v'2*C+E)); 
val=dlag(sqrt(val))/(2*pl); 
val=sort(val); 
dlsp('System E1genvalues:'); 
val(4:17) 
'~model constants 
states=46; 
IKalman f1lter var1ances 
R=l.l316e-7*eye(4); 
load varl; 
G=eye (46); 
Q=dlag(Q); 
Q=Q*lOO; 
sys=ss(a,b,c,d); 
[est,K,p]=kalman(ss(ak, [bk G],ck(l:4, :) ,dk) ,Q,R); 
control; 
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Append1xH 
AppendzxH 
Mod1f1ed Kalman F1lter Ga1n Matrix K = 
-2.6086e+2 -2.1274e+2 -1.4086e+l 1.357le+2 
-1. 6522e+l -4.3094e+O -1.2867e+O -1.2247e+O 
4.5466e+O 1.6749e+O 5.7423e-1 -5. 9122e-l 
3.4318e+O 6.7471e+O -1.1228e+O -5.4833e+O 
5.7598e+l 5.1133e+l -6.6453e-l -2.8486e+l 
-1. 6422e+O -1. 9772e+O -1.1213e+O -9.9738e-l 
-3.0768e+O -2.7107e+O 2.1054e-l 5.5479e-l 
1. 863le+O -1.1355e+l -1.220le+O 2.1590e+l 
-5.0360e+l -5.6285e+l -5.5316e+O -1.1254e+2 
-4.9413e+l 1. 0330e+l -9.9434e+O 2.2023e+2 
-2.2148e+l 1.8102e+l 2.9578e+O 1.8249e+O 
6.5325e+l -9.6885e+l -1.1357e+O 1.1676e+2 
1. 0078e+l -2.5946e+l -5.3436e-l 1. 8782e+l 
-7.3789e+O -7.7520e+O -1.1162e+O 9.2672e+l 
1.5737e+2 -8.7657e+2 -7.6200e-l 7.4199e+2 
-2.6448e+2 -2.6848e+2 -2.5663e-2 3.0999e+2 
-2.3085e+2 -3 .1786e+O -3.3014e-2 -5.1648e+2 
-7.3748e+3 -4.5474e+4 -1.2724e+3 -2.9357e+3 
6.5979e+3 -2 .18lle+3 9.9035e+O -1.1227e+4 
-2.2862e+O -2.8170e+O 1. 593le+2 -1. 8718e+O 
-9.9372e+3 -4.5875e+4 -1.3099e+3 1.1353e+3 
9.3878e+2 -3.043le+2 2.1024e+O -1.6312e+3 
1.1538e+l -7.1673e+O -2.6669e-2 -1.772le+l 
1.9894e+4 3. 6406e+3 -1.6679e+2 6.3366e+3 
3.2300e+3 7.2756e+2 -2.745le+2 1.1598e+3 
3.2275e+3 2.1948e+l 1.5264e+2 9.0104e+2 
-4.3458e+3 -2.4496e+3 -1.8386e+2 -1. 4127e+3 
-3.6468e+4 -1.1787e+4 -4.2894e+2 -1. 5175e+4 
-3.9214e+2 -8.2557e+2 -1.6657e+2 1.1584e+3 
5.1802e+3 1.7137e+3 3.4667e+l 1.8797e+3 
9.1521e+3 6.8625e+3 -4. 8619e+l 5.2465e+3 
1. 0286e+5 -2.2426e+4 -4.3066e+2 6. 5112e+4 
-2.6777e+4 5.2133e+4 -2.1842e+3 -1.8034e+4 
-8.8829e+4 -7.6946e+2 1.1245e+2 -5 .1297e+4 
8.5558e+l 2.3270e+4 4.0075e+2 7.9828e+3 
-1. 8706e+4 5.8886e+3 1. 5189e+2 -5.6983e+3 
-5. 6922e+4 1.9934e+4 -2.406le+2 -4.1477e+4 
4.9526e+4 3.1616e+5 1.9909e+3 1.1670e+5 
7. 7753e+5 8.2819e+4 -6.5840e+2 2 .172le+S 
3.1110e+5 -1. 3849e+5 -1.2522e+3 2.0125e+5 
-4.0614e+3 -1. 3390e+4 -4.374le+2 2 .1172e+3 
9.8093e+2 4.3562e+3 7. 4115e+l 1. 3833e+3 
6.1767e+2 1. 7815e+2 1. 4248e+l -7.5005e+2 
-9.3545e+2 -5.0594e+2 -6.2156e+l 1.0517e+3 
1.3890e+2 3. 6364e+3 4.1299e+l 4.9148e+l 
2. 3948e+2 9.3602e+l 1.5449e+l -6.7027e+2 
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